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Abstract
We rederive the results of our companion paper, for matching spacetime and internal signa-
ture, by applying in detail the Dirac algorithm to the Palatini action. While the constraint set
of the Palatini action contains second class constraints, by an appeal to the method of gauge
unfixing, we map the second class system to an equivalent first class system which turns out to
be identical to the first class constraint system obtained via the extension of the ADM phase
space performed in our companion paper. Central to our analysis is again the appropriate treat-
ment of the simplicity constraint. Remarkably, the simplicity constraint invariant extension of
the Hamiltonian constraint, that is a necessary step in the gauge unfixing procedure, involves a
correction term which is precisely the one found in the companion paper and which makes sure
that the Hamiltonian constraint derived from the Palatini Lagrangian coincides with the ADM
Hamiltonian constraint when Gauß and simplicity constraints are satisfied. We therefore have
rederived our new connection formulation of General Relativity from an independent starting
point, thus confirming the consistency of this framework.
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1 Introduction
In our companion paper [1], we developed a higher dimensional connection formulation for
General Relativity with only first class constraints and Poisson commuting connections in any
spacetime dimension D + 1 ≥ 3. The motivation was to make contact to approaches to quan-
tum gravity other than Loop Quantum Gravity [2, 3] which require higher dimensions. In our
companion paper we discovered this connection formulation by a judicious extension of the
D + 1 ADM phase space supplemented by first class Gauß and simplicity constraints which by
construction lead back to the ADM phase space upon symplectic reduction.
This approach has the advantage that it is rather simple, allows for SO(1, D) or SO(D + 1)
as structure group irrespective of the spacetime signature and that in addition it admits a
free parameter that is similar to but yet rather different from the Immirzi parameter in 3 + 1
dimensions. However, one may ask whether this connection formulation can be obtained from an
action principle, just as the LQG connection formulation can be obtained from the Holst action
[4]. In this paper, we answer this question in the affirmative. The appropriate action to choose
will be simply the D+1 Palatini action. However, this action based approach has its limitations
as compared to the Hamiltonian approach [1]: There is no Immirzi like freedom and the structure
group is tied to the spacetime signature: It is necessarily SO(1, D) for Lorentzian spacetime
signature and SO(D + 1) for Euclidean spacetime signature. This makes this approach less
favourable with an eye towards quantisation of the Lorentzian theory which requires a compact
structure group. Yet the efforts of the present paper are not in vain as our results confirm the
achievements of [1] via an alternative route. Maybe the most astonishing outcome is that we
obtain a pure first class theory while it is well known that the Palatini formulation is plagued by
second class constraints. The resolution of the apparent contradiction is that we have to apply
an additional step in order to arrive at the first class formulation which goes by the name gauge
unfixing.
In more detail, we do the following: We start from the Palatini formulation of, say, Lorentzian
GR in D + 1 spacetime dimensions with structure group SO(1, D). Following strictly Dirac’s
canonical analysis, this formulation, naturally leads to an SO(1, D) connection A and a so(1, D)
valued vector density pi which is canonically conjugate to the connection. However, in addition
to the SO(1, D) Gauß constraint, the D-dimensional spatial diffeomorphism constraint and the
Hamiltonian constraint, there is an additional primary constraint S which requires the momen-
tum pi to derive from (the pull back to the leaves of the foliation of) a co-(D + 1)-bein. We
call it simplicity constraint because it is precisely the temporal spatial part of the simplicity
constraint of a higher dimensional Plebanski formulation [5]. The stability of the constraint S
with respect to the canonical Hamiltonian enforces a secondary constraint D and (S,D) form a
second class pair. The situation is of course completely the same as in D = 3 dimensions. In
D = 3 dimensions one can now either consider this SO(1, 3) connection formulation and try to
quantise the corresponding Dirac bracket [6] with non Dirac bracket commuting connections or
one imposes the time gauge and reduces the (Holst modified) theory to a Dirac bracket com-
muting SU(2) (or SO(3)) connection formulation. In higher dimensions also both possibilities
exist except that imposing the time gauge does not lead to a SO(D) connection formulation but
rather the extended ADM formulation already derived in [7]. Thus the second strategy does not
lead to the desired connection formulation with compact SO(D) precisely due to the dimensional
mismatch between D and D(D − 1)/2. Thus, in order to have a connection formulation only
the first possibility remains but then the complication with the Dirac bracket arises. It is at
this point where gauge unfixing comes into play: By a systematic, allowed modification of the
Hamiltonian constraint which does not alter its first class character, the S constraints become
Poisson commuting with all but the D constraints. One can therefore consider the D constraints
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as gauge fixing conditions for the S constraints and impose only the first class constraints. This
way one can map the second class constraint system to an equivalent first class constraint system
and replace the complicated Dirac bracket by the simple ordinary Poisson bracket with Poisson
commuting connections. In the end, this formulation is identical to the one of our companion
paper for matching spacetime and internal signature as well as unit Immirzi like parameter.
This paper is is organised as follows:
In section 2, we will perform a canonical analysis of the higher dimensional Palatini theory
in the spirit of [8] following strictly Dirac’s procedure [9]. This approach uses vielbeins at every
stage of the construction. In 3 we start from a different formulation of the simplicity constraints
which avoids the introduction of vielbeins and is closer in spirit to the Plebanski formulation
of General Relativity. As in the 3 + 1-dimensional case, the Hamiltonian formulation of higher
dimensional Palatini theory has second class constraints which can either be solved to obtain
geometrodynamics or the Dirac bracket has to be implemented on a Hilbert space. To circum-
vent these problems, we apply the procedure of gauge unfixing which we review in in section 4
and apply to GR in section 5. The result is an SO(1, D) or SO(D) connection formulation for
Lorentzian or Euclidean General Relativity respectively with first class constraints only and a
connection variable which is Poisson self-commuting, the price to pay is one extra term in the
Hamiltonian constraint. We finish with some concluding remarks in section 6.
In the appendix we complete the paper by specialising to D+ 1 = 4 and supplying the strict
Immirzi term that is peculiar to 4 spacetime dimensions.
2 The (D + 1)-dimensional Palatini Hamiltonian
In this chapter, we will derive the Hamiltonian formulation of (D + 1)-dimensional Palatini
theory. To account for the mismatch of degrees of freedom between the connection and the
vielbein, a new constraint, the simplicity constraint, will appear. The Dirac algorithm will
be applied to check for further constraints. Finally, we will select a maximal first class set of
constraints and solve the second class constraints.
2.1 Legendre Transformation
We start with the Palatini action in D + 1 dimensions and κ = 1:
S =
s
2
∫
M
dD+1X eeµIeνJFµνIJ . (2.1)
M denotes the space-time manifold of topology R×σ. M foliates into hypersurfaces Σt := Xt(σ),
where Xt : σ → M is an embedding defined by Xt(σ) = X(t, σ). xa, a, b, c = 1, . . . , D are local
coordinates on σ [3]. s denotes the space-time metric signature, i.e. gµν = diag(s, 1, . . . , 1) for a
flat space-time (µ, ν = 0, 1, ..., D). Since we start from the Palatini action, Sylvesters theorem
tells us that the signature of the internal metric has to coincide with the space-time metric
signature. eµI denotes the vielbein and FµνIJ := ∂µAνIJ − ∂νAµIJ + [Aµ, Aν ]IJ is the field
strength of the SO(1, D) (SO(D + 1)) connection AµIJ , I, J = 0, ..., D.
The split in space and time is performed analogously to the 4d case. We split the time-
evolution vector field into
Tµ = Nnµ +Nµ, nµN
µ = 0. (2.2)
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N is called the lapse function and Nµ the shift vector field. nµ is the unit future pointing vector
field normal to the spatial slices Σt, i.e. n
µnµ = s and n
µ∂µXt = 0. We use
δµν = (g
µ
ν − snµnν) + snµnν =: qµν + snµnν (2.3)
to project the vielbein as
eµI = q
µ
ν e
ν
I + se
ν
Inνn
µ =: ‖eµI + snIn
µ. (2.4)
With e = N
√
q, the action becomes
S = s
∫
M
dD+1X N
(
1
2
√
q‖eµI‖eνJFµνIJ + s
√
qnInµ‖eνJFµνIJ
)
. (2.5)
The next step is to rewrite the action using
N
√
q‖eµInJnνFµνIJ = −1
2
pi′µIJ(T ν −Nν)FµνIJ
=
1
2
pi′µIJLTAµIJ + 1
2
(T νAνIJ)G
′IJ −NµH′µ (2.6)
and
1
2
N
√
q‖eµI‖eνJFµνIJ = −sN˜H′, (2.7)
where
pi′µIJ := 2n[I‖Eµ|J ] := 2
√
qn[I‖eµ|J ] , N˜ := −N/√q , (2.8)
G′IJ := Dµpi′µIJ := ∂µpi′µIJ + [Aµ, pi′µ]IJ , (2.9)
H′ := 1
2
pi′µIKpi′νJKFµνIJ and H′µ :=
1
2
pi′νIJFµνIJ . (2.10)
We use the primes to indicate the dependence on pi′aIJ and remark that later in the analysis,
we will substitute pi′aIJ by piaIJ which denotes the canonically conjugate momentum of AaIJ ,
and neglect the primes. The split is completed by pulling back all spatially projected quantities
to σ by X. The connection is pulled back as
AaIJ(t, x) = (
‖AµIJ∂aXµ)(X(x, t)) = ‖AµIJ(X(t, x))∂aXµ(t, x). (2.11)
Special care has to be taken for the co-D-bein, since it has a contravariant external index. We
can use the spatially restricted metric qµν from the ADM formalism to pull the external index
down. The pull-back is then possible as
eIa(t, x) = (qµν
‖eνI∂aXµ)(X(x, t)) = qµν‖eνI(X(t, x))∂aXµ(t, x). (2.12)
Furthermore, we can pull back the restricted metric similar to the ADM formalism, see [3] for
details, and use it to raise the spatial index of the pulled back D-bein. A push-forward using
X of the spatial co-D-bein yields again the projected co-D-bein we started with when carefully
writing out all the terms.
We split dD+1X into dt dDx with dDx being the integration over the spatial coordinates xa
on σ. Note that e = N
√
q and
√
qdDx is the induced measure on σ.
During the split, the lapse function underwent minor changes but we will still, as in the
(3 + 1)-dimensional case, call N˜ = −N/√q the lapse function (of density weight -1) and denote
it by N . As will be shown later, the constraints H, Ha and GIJ retain their interpretation also
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in the higher-dimensional case. We will therefore refer to H as the Hamiltonian constraint, to
Ha as the diffeomorphism constraint and GIJ as the Gauß constraint.
We stress that we have to use the Lie derivative along the time evolution vector field as a
time derivative and denote it in this chapter by the standard upper dot. In a special coordinate
system where Tµ = const., the Lie derivative would reduce to a normal derivative, but in the
general case, we have to take the deformation of the spatial slices into account.
After decomposition as well as the substitution λIJ = −(T ·A)IJ and the abuse of notation
N˜ → N , the action reads
S =
∫
dtL =
∫
dt
∫
σ
dDx
(
1
2
pi′aIJLTAaIJ −NH′ −NaH′a −
1
2
λIJG
′IJ
)
. (2.13)
The Legendre transformation is performed according to Dirac [9]. The total Hamiltonian is
defined by
HT =
(∫
σ
dDx
∑
i
pi(x)q˙
i(x)
)
− L+ constraints
=
∫
σ
dDx
(
NH′ +NaH′a +
1
2
λIJG
′IJ + αPN + αaPNa +
1
2
αIJPλIJ
+
1
2
caIJS
aIJ + γaIPEaI
)
. (2.14)
The P s denote the canonically conjugate momenta to the indicated variables and piaIJ is the
momentum to AaIJ . We remark that we put a factor of 1/2 in front of the added terms which
are summed over antisymmetric indices because all independent values are summed twice.
SaIJ = piaIJ − pi′aIJ (2.15)
is called the simplicity constraint. We redefine1 the Lagrange multiplier of the simplicity con-
straint to replace all pi′aIJ by piaIJ in H′, H′a and G′IJ and drop the primes to indicate the
dependence on piaIJ only in H, Ha and GIJ .
It is convenient to split the simplicity constraint into a boost and a non-boost part by
decomposing its multiplier as
caIJ = 2n[I c¯a|J ] + c¯aIJ . (2.16)
Using the projector η¯IJ := η
I
J − snInJ , we can explicitly write c¯aIJ = η¯KI η¯LJcaKL and
c¯aI = −scaIJnJ . In the following, we will use this notation to split other objects with the above
index structure in the same way. The simplicity constraint then splits into
1
2
caIJS
aIJ = 0 ⇔ 1
2
c¯aIJ S¯
aIJ :=
1
2
c¯aIJ p¯i
aIJ = 0,
sc¯aIS
aI := −c¯aI
(
piaIJnJ + s E
aI
)
= 0, (2.17)
where the first constraint ensures that p¯iaIJ = 0 and hence piaIJ = 2n[IBa|J ] for some BaJ and
the second constraint sets BaJ = EaJ . We will absorb the factor s in the second line into c¯aI
for convenience.
Notice that the D+ 1 conditions nIEaI = 0, n
InI = s completely fix nI as a function of E
a
I .
It will turn out to be convenient to treat nI is as an independent field and to constrain it in the
1 Recall that Lagrange multipliers which depend on phase space variables do not pose any problem during
the canonical analysis because when Poisson commuted with other constraints, additional terms appearing due
to this dependency are always proportional to constraints.
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following such that it is given as a function of the EaI on the corresponding constraint surface.
We therefore add the constraints nInI − s ≈ 0 and EaInI ≈ 0 to the Hamiltonian with the
Lagrange multiplier ρ and ρa as well as the primary constraint that its conjugate momentum
vanishes. After these considerations, the total Hamiltonian reads
HT =
∫
σ
dDx
(
NH+NaHa + 1
2
λIJG
IJ + αPN + α
aPNa +
1
2
αIJPλIJ +
1
2
c¯aIJ S¯
aIJ
+ c¯aIS
aI + γaIPEaI + γIPnI + ρ(n
InI − s) + ρaEaInI
)
(2.18)
and the symplectic potential is given by
1
2
piaIJ A˙aIJ + PEaI E˙
a
I + PnI n˙I + PN N˙ + PNaN˙
a +
1
2
PλIJ λ˙IJ , (2.19)
The non-vanishing Poisson-brackets are accordingly{
AaIJ(x), pi
bKL(y)
}
= 2δ(D)(x− y)δbaη[KI ηL]J ,
{
EaI (x), PEbJ
(y)
}
= δ(D)(x− y)δab ηJI , (2.20)
{nI(x), PnJ (y)} = δ(D)(x− y)ηJI , {N(x), PN (y)} = δ(D)(x− y),
{Na(x), PNb(y)} = δ(D)(x− y)δab , {λIJ(x), PλKL(y)} = 2δ(D)(x− y)η[KI ηL]J .
2.2 Constraint Analysis
We start the constraint analysis with the total Hamiltonian HT given in (2.18). We need to
require preservation of the smeared constraints in time and therefore check upon the weak
vanishing of their Poisson brackets with the Hamiltonian HT . We will denote the smearing
test functions by f .. with corresponding index structure in order to to distinguish them from
the smearing Lagrange multipliers α, αa, αIJ , c¯aIJ , c¯aI , γ
a
I , γI , ρ, ρa and smearing phase
space functions N, Na, λIJ that appear within HT and which, in contrast to the test functions,
will become in part successively constrained during the stability analysis. The (weak) vanishing
of the Poisson bracket of the smeared constraints with the Hamiltonian must hold for all test
functions and their full index range.
Since N , Na and λIJ only appear linearly and their momenta are constrained to vanish,
stability of these momenta yields immediately the constraints
H ≈ 0 , Ha ≈ 0 , and GIJ ≈ 0, (2.21)
called the Hamiltonian, diffeomorphism, and Gauß constraints. Stability of SaI requires
0 ≈
∫
σ
dDx f¯aI(x)
{
piaIJ(x)nJ(x) + sE
aI(x), HT
}
=
∫
σ
dDx f¯aI
(∗aIJnJ + piaIJγJ + sγaI)
=
∫
σ
dDx f¯aI
(∗aIJnJ + p¯iaIJγJ + sγ¯aI) . (2.22)
In the last line we noticed that only the piece γ¯aI orthogonal to nI survives since f¯aI is projected.
This equation can therefore be solved for the Lagrange multiplier γ¯aI . ∗aIJ denotes the terms
which come from Poisson commuting piaIJ . We do not compute them explicitly as they will be
of no importance after solving the second class constraints. Likewise
0 ≈
∫
σ
dDx fa(x)
{
EaI (x)n
I(x), HT
}
=
∫
σ
dDx fa
(
γaIn
I + γIEaI
)
, (2.23)
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which can be solved for the piece γaIn
I of γaI .
Next, we calculate
0 ≈
∫
σ
dDx f(x)
{
nI(x)nI(x)− s,HT
}
= 2
∫
σ
dDx f nIγI . (2.24)
This requires that γI = γ¯I , i.e. the Hamiltonian flow does not change the length of nI . In the
same way,
0 ≈
∫
σ
dDxfaI (x)
{
PEaI (x), HT
}
=
∫
σ
dDxfaI(c¯aI − ρanI). (2.25)
It follows that c¯aI = 0 = ρa. As a consequence, both c¯aIS
aI and ρaE
aInI drop from the
Hamiltonian. Further,
0 ≈
∫
σ
dDx fI(x) {PnI (x), HT } ≈
∫
σ
dDx f I
(−2nIρ+ c¯aIJEaJ) . (2.26)
After projecting f I orthogonally and perpendicularly to nI we conclude that ρ = 0 and c¯aIJE
aJ =
0. This means that c¯aIJ is trace free and we can parametrise its unconstrained part by a matrix
c¯′aIJ orthogonal to n
I with the same symmetries according to
c¯aIJ ≡ c¯TaIJ = c¯′aIJ −
2
D − 1Ea[I c¯
′
cK|J ]E
cK . (2.27)
Here EaI denotes the inverse of E
aI defined by EaIEbI = δ
a
b and EbIn
I = 0, i.e. EaIEaJ = η¯
I
J .
The remaining constraint S¯aIJ yields
0 ≈
∫
σ
dDx f¯aIJ(x)
{
p¯iaIJ(x), HT
}
≈
∫
σ
dDx f¯aIJ
(
2NDb
(
pib[I|Kpia|J ]K
)
+ 2Ea[J
(
−γ¯I] − nKλK|I] + s(∂bN)Eb|I] +N b DbnI]
))
≈
∫
σ
dDx
[
2sNf¯aIJE
b[IDbE
a|J ]
+ 2f¯aIJE
a[J
(
−γ¯I] − nKλK|I] + s(∂bN)Eb|I] +N b DbnI]
))]
, (2.28)
where D is the covariant differential associated with the connection A (it acts only on internal
indices and neglects tensorial indices and density weights). We have used the simplicity con-
straint several times in order to arrive at this weak identity. We can decompose the test function
as f¯aIJ = f¯
TT
aIJ + 2ea[I f¯J ] and conclude that the trace and trace free part of (2.28) have to vanish
separately. Consider the quantity
DaIJ := 2sEb[I DbE
aJ ]. (2.29)
It is neither transversal nor trace free. Since the test function f¯aIJ is transversal actually only
the transversal part
D¯aIJ = η¯IK η¯
J
L D
aKL (2.30)
enters (2.28). We split off the its trace part
D¯aIJ = D¯aIJT +
2
D − 1E
a[IEbKD¯
bK|J ] (2.31)
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and rewrite (2.28) as
0 ≈
∫
σ
dDxNf¯aIJ
×
[
D¯aIJT + 2E
a[J
(
−γ¯I] − nKλK|I] + s(∂bN)Eb|I] +N b DbnI] − 1
D − 1EbKD¯
bK|I]
)]
=:
∫
σ
dDx [f¯TaIJN D¯
aIJ
T + 2f¯I (γ¯
I +
N
D − 1D¯
I)]. (2.32)
Vanishing of the trace part now requires that γ¯I = − ND−1D¯I and vanishing of the trace free part
yields the secondary constraint D¯aIJT which is manifestly transversal and trace free.
To summarise, the outcome of the analysis so far is that c¯aI = ρ = ρa = γ
InI = c¯aIJE
aJ = 0
and that γaI = γ
a
I0, γ¯
I = γ¯I0 are fixed functions on phase space. The Hamiltonian that stabilises
the primary constraints therefore reduces to
HT =
∫
σ
dDx
(
NH+NaHa + 1
2
λIJG
IJ + αPN + α
aPNa +
1
2
αIJPλIJ +
1
2
c¯TaIJ S¯
aIJ
+ γaI0PEaI + γ¯I0PnI
)
(2.33)
and the secondary constraints are GIJ , Ha, H, D¯aIJT . Here c¯TaIJ denotes the trace free part of
c¯aIJ etc.
In the next step of the canonical analysis, the secondary constraints have to be checked for
consistency and then we must subdivide (linear combinations of) the constraints into those of
first and second class respectively. Anticipating the result, we will show that S,D form a sec-
ond class pair while linear combinations of the remaining constraints are first class. We begin
with the constraints H, Ha, and GIJ which only depend on the variables piaIJ and AaIJ but
not on N, Na λIJ , n
I , EaI whence they have vanishing brackets with the primary constraints
P, Pa, PλIJ , PnI , PEaI . Thus, to ensure their stability, only their brackets with themselves and
the trace free part of the simplicity constraint S¯aIJ appearing in the Hamiltonian above have to
be checked.
We begin with the Gauß constraint. The action of the smeared Gauß constraint on the phase
space variables is {
AaIJ ,
1
2
GKL[fKL]
}
= −DafIJ , (2.34){
piaIJ ,
1
2
GKL[fKL]
}
= [f, pia]IJ , (2.35)
meaning that AaIJ transforms as an internal connection and pi
aIJ as an internal second rank
contravariant tensor. The Gauß constraint closes with itself,{
1
2
GIJ [fIJ ],
1
2
GKL[γKL]
}
=
1
2
GIJ
[
λIKγ
K
J − γIKλKJ
]
, (2.36)
which was expected as the difference between two rotations is again a rotation. The factors 1/2
are included because of the antisymmetry of the multiplier. Since the Hamiltonian constraint
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and the diffeomorphism constraint do not have free internal indices, the calculations yield as
expected {
1
2
GIJ [fIJ ],Ha[Na]
}
= 0, (2.37){
1
2
GIJ [fIJ ],H[N ]
}
= 0. (2.38)
It follows that {
1
2
GIJ [fIJ ], HT
}
≈ −c¯TaIJEaInKλKJ = 0, (2.39)
since c¯TaIJ is trace free whence the Gauß constraint is already stable.
The diffeomorphism constraint as given generates spatial diffeomorphisms mixed with inter-
nal rotations. In order to see this, we define
H˜a := Ha − 1
2
AaIJG
IJ =
1
2
pibIJ∂aAbIJ − 1
2
∂b
(
pibIJAaIJ
)
. (2.40)
The action of H˜a on the phase space variables is{
AaIJ , H˜b[f b]
}
= f b∂bAaIJ + (∂af
b)AbIJ = LfAaIJ , (2.41){
piaIJ , H˜b[f b]
}
= f b∂bpi
aIJ − (∂bfa)pibIJ + (∂bf b)piaIJ = LfpiaIJ , (2.42)
meaning that AaIJ transforms like the components of a one-form and pi
aIJ like the components
of a vector density under infinitesimal diffeomorphisms generated by the Lie derivative. From
this and (2.40), we can deduce{
Ha[fa],Hb[N b]
}
= Ha[(LfN)a]− 1
2
GIJ [faN bFabIJ ], (2.43)
{Ha[fa],H[N ]} = H[LfN ] +GIJ [NfapibIKFabJK ]. (2.44)
The Lie derivatives are given by (LfN)a = f b∂bNa−N b∂bfa when Na is considered as a vector
field and (LfN) = f b∂bN − N∂bf b where N is considered as a scalar density of weight minus
one. It follows {
Hb[f b], HT
}
≈
{
H˜b[f b], HT
}
≈ N bc¯TaIJEaJ(∂bnI) = 0, (2.45)
again due to trace freeness of c¯TaIJ . Thus also the spatial diffeomorphism constraint is already
stabilised.
Left with the Hamiltonian constraint, we calculate
{H[f ],H[N ]} = −1
2
Ha
[
(f∂bN −N∂bf)piaIJpibIJ
]
+
∫
σ
dDx
3s
2
(D − 3)!(f∂aN −N∂af)pia[IJpibKL]picIJFKLcb
≈ −1
2
Ha
[
(f∂bN −N∂bf)piaIJpibIJ
]
, (2.46)
which is more involved than the other calculations but it is helpful to make use of the fact that
due to the antisymmetry of the Poisson bracket, only terms proportional to f∂bN −N∂bf can
survive. The second term vanishes because of the total antisymmetrisation in the pis when using
the simplicity constraint. We used an important relation concerning the contraction of so(1, D)
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structure constants which is discussed in appendix A. It follows by the same calculation as in
(2.28) that
{H[f ], HT } ≈ {H[f ], 1
2
S¯aIJ [c¯TaIJ ]} ≈ −
1
2
D¯aIJT [f c¯
T
aIJ ] ≈ 0. (2.47)
In conclusion, the Gauß, spatial diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraint are already sta-
bilised.
Therefore, among the secondary constraints, the only constraint left to be checked for con-
sistency is D¯aIJT . For this, it will be important to analyse the Poisson bracket{
S¯aIJ [f¯aIJ ], D
bKL[f¯ ′TbKL]
}
=
∫
dDx f¯aIJF
aIJ,bKLf¯ ′TbKL (2.48)
with
F aIJ,bKL = 4sEa[K η¯L][JEb|I] (2.49)
and we have absorbed the transverse trace free projections in D¯aIJT into transverse trace free
smearing functions. Using this definition, the stability requirement for DaIJ reads
{DbKL[f¯TbKL], HT } =
∫
σ
dDx f¯TaIJ
(
−1
2
F aIJ,bKLc¯TbKL + Σ¯
aIJ
T
)
≈ 0, (2.50)
where Σ¯aIJT denotes all the contributions from HT different from S¯
aIJ [c¯TaIJ ]. We remark that all
partial derivatives were integrated away from f¯TaIJ onto Σ¯
bKL
T and that a possible longitudinal
part of Σ¯aIJ of the form n[IΣ¯aJ ] and a possible trace part of the form Ea[I v¯J ] would vanish
because of the contraction with f¯TaIJ .
Thus we have to solve
1
2
[F aIJ,bKLc¯TbKL]TT = Σ¯
aIJ
T , (2.51)
where (.)TT denotes the transverse trace free part of a tensor. Notice that the tensor F in (2.49)
is symmetric under the exchange of the index triples aIJ and bIJ , antisymmetric in IJ and
KL but not trace free (contraction with EaI , EaJ , EbK , EbL does not vanish) while manifestly
transverse (contraction with nI , nJ , nK , nL vanishes). Notice also that the index positions of
a, b cannot be interchanged as otherwise contraction of F with a trace free tensor would vanish.
The strategy to solve (2.51) will be to compute the inverse of F on the space of just transverse
tensors and then to determine the trace free projection of its action on trace free and transverse
tensors. A lengthy but straight forward calculation yields(
F−1
)
aIJ,bKL
=
s
4
EaAEbB
(
η¯AB η¯K[I η¯J ]L − 2η¯B[I η¯J ][K η¯AL]
)
. (2.52)
This formula can be discovered by the observation that the two tensors on the right hand side are
the only traverse tensors with the correct index structure and the same symmetries as F . One
then just has to calculate the corresponding contractions in order to determine the coefficients
displayed. Thus
F aIJ,cMN (F−1)cMN,bKL = δab η¯
I
[K η¯
J
L] (2.53)
is the unit operator on transverse tensors of type c¯bKL which are antisymmetric in K,L. Since
F is invertible, we can set
c¯T0aIJ = 2P
bKL
aIJ (F
−1)bKL,cMN Σ¯cMNT , (2.54)
with the transversal trace freeness projector
P aIJbKL = δ
a
b η¯
I
[K η¯
J
L] +
2
D − 1E
a[I η¯
J ]
[K EbL]. (2.55)
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All constraints are stable at this point and we are left with the Hamiltonian
HT =
∫
σ
dDx
(
NH+NaHa + 1
2
λIJG
IJ + αPN + α
aPNa +
1
2
αIJPλIJ
+
1
2
c¯T0aIJ S¯
aIJ + γaI0PEaI + γ¯I0PnI
)
, (2.56)
where the ”0” remind us of the fact that those Lagrange multipliers have been replaced by phase
space dependent functions.
2.3 Degrees of Freedom
In this section, we count the degrees of freedom of the derived Hamiltonian system to see
if they match those of General Relativity. Before we can count the constraints, we have to
identify a maximal subset of first class constraints. Comparing with the other available canonical
formulations, we suspect the first class constraints to be H, Ha, GIJ , PN , PNa , and PλIJ . The
first three constraints from this list are not of the first class by themselves. Since the following
works for all three constraints, we will denote by C either H[N ], Ha[Na], or GIJ [λIJ ]. We can
make all of them first class with respect to the D constraint by the substitution
C → C −
∫
S¯aIJT
({
D¯T , S¯T
}−1)
aIJ,bKL
{
D¯bKLT , C
}
. (2.57)
This notation is symbolic (notice that the pointwise Poisson brackets are distributional): The
matrix {D¯T , S¯T } is ultralocal and what is meant is its non distributional factor. As shown
earlier in the constraint analysis, C is first class with respect to the traceless part of S¯aIJ . In
fact, only the Hamiltonian constraint contributes and yields the constraint D¯T . The trace and
the traceless parts of S¯aIJ and its multiplier are accessible via the projector defined in (2.27).
Next, we need to check the Poisson bracket with SaI . It turns out that the substitution
C → C + s
∫ {
C, piaIJ
}
nJPEaI (2.58)
forces C to Poisson commute with SaI and all the other constraints. The only constraint which
does not Poisson commute with C at this point is the trace part of S¯aIJ . Again, we perform a
substitution
C → C − s
D − 1EbK
{
C, pibKJ
}
EaJnIPEaI +
1
D − 1EaI
{
C, piaIJ
}
η¯JKPnK (2.59)
and see that C is now of the first class. For this, we have to recheck that C still Poisson
commutes with SaI , which it does.
The rest of the constraints are of the second class. An easy proof for this statement is to
refer to the next section, where the constraints are solved. Since the solution of the proposed
second class constraints yields a non-degenerate Poisson bracket, we are sure that we did not
solve any first class constraints. It is however possible to explicitly decompose the second class
constraints into second class pairs.
First of all, we note that except for D¯aIJT , all remaining constraints Poisson commute with
the trace free part of S¯aIJ . We can thus perform the substitution
C → C −
∫
S¯aIJT
({
D¯T , S¯T
}−1)
aIJ,bKL
{
DbKLT , C
}
(2.60)
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for all the remaining constraints and the first set of second class pairs is{
S¯aIJT [f¯
T
aIJ ], D¯
bKL
T [g¯
T
bKL]
}
=
∫
σ
dDx f¯TaIJF
aIJ,bKLg¯TbKL. (2.61)
It is easy to see that another set of pairs is given by{
PEaI [f
a
I ], S
aI [g¯aI ] + E
aInI [ga]
}
=
∫
σ
dDx faI (−sg¯aI − nIga) . (2.62)
To obtain yet another set of second class pairs which Poisson commute with the first two pairs,
we realise that the linear combination
P ′nI [γI ] := PnI [γI ] + sPEaJ [γIpi
aI
J ] (2.63)
Poisson commutes with all the above constraints. The third set of second class pairs is given by{
P ′nI [fI ], (n
InI − s)[g] + S¯aIJ [g¯[IEa|J ]]
} ≈ −∫
σ
dDx fI
(
2gnI − s(1−D)g¯I
)
. (2.64)
We emphasise that the three sets of pairs yield three invertible Dirac matrices. Since constraints
from different sets of pairs Poisson commute with each other, the whole Dirac matrix is invertible
because its determinant is the product of the three subdeterminants coming from the three sets.
The transition to the extended Hamiltonian is not necessary since all first class constraints
are already contained with arbitrary multipliers in the total Hamiltonian.
The counting of the degrees of freedom goes as follows:
Variable DoF Constraint Number
AaIJ
D2(D+1)
2 First class (count twice!)
piaIJ D
2(D+1)
2 H 1
λIJ
D(D+1)
2 Ha D
N 1 GIJ D(D+1)2
Na D PN 1
PλIJ
D(D+1)
2 PNa D
PN 1 PλIJ
D(D+1)
2
PNa D Second class
nI D + 1 SaIJ D
2(D+1)
2
EaI D(D + 1) D¯aIJT
D2(D−1)
2 −D
PnI D + 1 E
aInI D
PEaI D(D + 1) n
InI − s 1
PEaI D(D + 1)
PnI D + 1
Sum: D3 + 4D2 + 7D + 4 Sum: D3 + 3D2 + 8D + 6
The difference between the degrees of freedom and the effective number of constraints is
(D − 2)(D + 1) and matches the degrees of freedom of gravity in the Hamiltonian formulation.
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2.4 Solution of the Second Class Constraints
The solution of the second class constraints is done analogously to the treatment by Peldan [10].
We start by solving the first class constraints PN , PNa , and PλAB by treating N , N
a, and λAB
as Lagrange multipliers.
To solve the second class constraints, we use the Ansatz
AaIJ = ΓaIJ +KaIJ . (2.65)
ΓaIJ is the hybrid spin connection defined by
∇aEbI = ∂aEbI + ΓbacEcI + ΓaIJEbJ − ΓccaEbI = 0 (2.66)
and is explicitly given by
ΓaIJ = 2sEb[InJ ]n
K∂aE
b
K + Eb[I η¯J ]K∂aE
bK + ΓcabE
b
[JEc|I], (2.67)
where
Γcab :=
1
2
qcd (∂aqbd + ∂bqad − ∂dqab) (2.68)
is the Levi-Civita connection. Notice that
∇aEaI = ∂aEaI + ΓaIJEaJ = 0. (2.69)
Further, we decompose KaIJ into K¯aIJ and 2n[IKa|J ] similar as for piaIJ where KaI ∝ KaIJnJ
is automatically transversal. At the same time, we solve the simplicity constraints to piaIJ =
2n[IEaJ ]. The requirement that nI is orthogonal to EaI and has unit length leads to
nI =
IJ1...JDEa1J1 . . . E
a1
JD
a1...aD
D!
√
detEaIEbI
. (2.70)
In the following, we will always mean nI = nI(E
aJ) and thus have solved the constraints
nInI − s ≈ 0, EaInI ≈ 0, and PnI ≈ 0.
The boost (longitudinal) part of the Gauß constraint becomes
n[IλJ ]Dapi
aIJ = sλIK¯a
KIEaK (2.71)
and coincides with the trace part of K¯aIJ . Next, we insert this Ansatz into D
aIJ and calculate
fTaIJD¯
aIJ
T = f¯
T
aIJD
aIJ = −2sf¯TaIJEb[IDbEa|J ]
= −2sf¯TaIJEb[I
(
DbE
a|J ] + ΓabcE
c|J ] − ΓcbcEa|J ]
)
=
1
2
f¯TaIJF
aIJ,bKLK¯TbKL. (2.72)
In the second line, we have added terms to construct a covariant derivative compatible with
EaI . Both added terms are zero, the first because of the antisymmetry in [IJ ] and the second
one because of the trace freeness of f¯TaIJ . We see that D¯
aIJ
T = 0 implies the vanishing of the
trace free part of K¯aIJ . Thus Gauß and D constraint together imply that K¯aIJ vanishes whence
KaIJ = 2n[IKaJ ].
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Since we solved second class constraints, we have to perform a symplectic reduction and
determine the new symplectic structure. In addition to the above considerations, we set PEaI = 0.
The symplectic potential now reads
1
2
piaIJ A˙aIJ = n
[IEa|J ]
(
Γ˙aIJ + K˙aIJ
)
= nI
(
(∇aEaI )˙−∇aE˙aI + EaJK˙aIJ
)
= −∂a(nIE˙aI ) + nIEaJK˙aIJ
= −E˙aJnIKaIJ − n˙IEaJKaIJ
= E˙aJ(nJE
I
aK¯bIKE
bK − sKaJ)
=: E˙aJK ′aJ , (2.73)
where we have dropped total time derivatives and divergences, in the second before the last step
we used that n˙I is transversal. 2 Notice also that we keep the trace part of K¯aIJ since we do
not solve first class constraints at this point.
In the last step, we have to express the remaining constraints H, Ha, and GIJ in terms of
the new canonical variables. The calculation yields
1
2
fIJG
IJ = −f IJEa[IK ′a|J ], (2.74)
NaHa ≈ 2sNa∇[aEbJK ′b]J , (2.75)
NH ≈ N
(
s
1
2
EaIEbJRabIJ − Ea[IEb|J ]K ′aIK ′bJ
)
. (2.76)
We have neglected terms proportional to the Gauß constraint in the expressions for NaHa and
NH as well as total derivatives. RabIJ := 2∂[aΓb]IJ + [Γa,Γb]IJ denotes the field strength of the
hybrid spin connection. Up to a global factor, the time gauge nI = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and the solution
of the boost part of the Gauß constraint lead to the ADM formalism with internal SO(D) gauge
group as derived in [3].
3 Equivalent Formulation
3.1 The BF-Simplicity Constraint
Freidel, Krasnov and Puzio [5] have shown that higher-dimensional Einstein gravity can be
written as a constrained BF theory. Since their starting point is a BF theory where there are
a priori no vielbeins, they have to use a different simplicity constraint to avoid introducing
vielbeins. In the following, we will review their simplicity constraint and discuss its relation to
our formulation. To distinguish the two versions of the simplicity constraint, we will call the
simplicity constraint dealt with in this section the BF-simplicity.
We will sketch the main proof given in [5] and adapt it to our canonical treatment. This step
is necessary because the original paper considers path integral quantisation for which only the
action is needed and the whole vielbein is encoded in an object BµνIJ . In our case, the components
N˜ and Na of the vielbein are not considered because they function as Lagrange multipliers. In
the following, we will denote by M a (D − 3) multi-index.
Let us begin by citing the main result of [5]:
2We also used ∇anI = 0 which follows from EaI nI = nInI − s = ∇aEbI = 0: We have for the longitudinal part
nI∇anI = ∇a(nInI/2) = 0 and for the transversal part EbI∇anI = ∇a(EbInI) = 0.
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Theorem (Freidel, Krasnov, Puzio).
In dimension D > 3 a generic B field satisfies the constraints
MIJKLB˜µνIJ B˜
ρσ
KL = ˜
[α]µνρσ c˜M[α] (3.1)
for some coefficients c with [α], M totally skew tensorial and Lie algebra combinations respec-
tively of length D−3, if and only if it comes from a frame field. In other words, a non-degenerate
B satisfies the constraints (3.1) if and only if there exist eµI such that
B˜µνIJ = ±|e|e[µI eν]j , (3.2)
where |e| is the absolute value of the determinant of the inverse matrix eµI .
The theorem also holds for D = 3 with the additional appearance of a topological sector
which we will neglect in the following. Clearly, our desired simplicity constraint guaranteeing
piaAB = 2n[AEa|B] seems to be a special case of this theorem.
The constraints are divided into the categories
simplicity: B˜µν[IJ B˜
µν
KL] = 0 µ, ν distinct,
intersection: B˜µν[IJ B˜
νρ
KL] = 0 µ, ν, ρ distinct,
normalisation: B˜µν[IJ B˜
ρσ
KL] = B˜
µρ
[IJ B˜
σν
KL] µ, ν, ρ, σ distinct,
from which only the first two are relevant for us since the last one does not appear in our case
where BµνIJ → BtνIJ → piaIJ .
We find it convenient for the following considerations to look at piaIJ as a two form pi
a
IJdx
I ∧
dxJ . It can be shown that for a two-form BIJ
B[IJBKL] = 0 ⇔ BIJ = u[IvJ ], (3.3)
which corresponds to the simplicity constraint. Therefore, all piaIJ factor into u
a
[Iv
a
J ] (no summa-
tion). To complete the proof, we have to relate the different uaI to each other. For this purpose,
it is proved in [5] that for two two-forms BIJ and B
′
IJ ,
B[IJB
′
KL] = 0 ⇔ BIJ = u[IvJ ] and B′IJ = u[IwJ ], (3.4)
meaning that the two two-forms share a common factor which is unique up to scaling. In our
case, this relation is ensured by the intersection constraint where ν = t.
Combining these two arguments, we realise that piaIJ factors into one-forms with a common
factor. Introducing the correct density weight and a suitable normalisation, we obtain
piaIJ = ±2
√
qn[I
‖eaJ ]. (3.5)
The property of nI being time-like in the Lorentzian case will be enforced by another constraint.
The sign can be absorbed into nI for D + 1 even, the otherwise appearing signs can be
absorbed into the Lagrange multipliers in the Hamiltonian. We remark that in the general case
discussed in [5], the normalisation constraints are necessary and the proof becomes considerably
longer.
Without the normalisation constraints and smeared over space, (3.1) reduces to
Sab
M
[
cMab
]
=
∫
σ
dDx
1
4
cMab IJKLMpi
aIJpibKL. (3.6)
The Lagrange multiplier cMab can be chosen to be symmetric in the index pair ab.
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3.2 Constraint Analysis
We start with the action
S =
∫
R
dt
∫
σ
dDx
(
1
2
piaIJ A˙aIJ −NH−NaHa − 1
2
λIJG
IJ − cMabSabM
)
, (3.7)
where we used the notation from the previous section. The action is motivated by [5], but we
can also arrive at it by taking the action from the previous chapter, dropping the variables EaI ,
nI , and all constraints containing them, and introducing the BF-simplicity constraint. Since we
want the metric to be positive definite, we impose the constraint
spiaIJpibIJ ≈ 2qqab > 0, (3.8)
where the greater sign means positive definiteness of matrices. In the Lorentzian case, the
relation is only satisfied if nI is time-like, because EaIEbI would be indefinite otherwise. Such a
constraint is called non-holonomic and does not reduce the degrees of freedom.
From the above action “we read off” the non-vanishing Poisson brackets as {AaIJ , pibKL} =
2δbaδ
K
[I δ
L
J ]. To see that this is correct, i.e. to read off the symplectic structure rather than going
through the constraint analysis, consider the following generic situation. All variables appearing
in the action have to be considered as configuration variables and corresponding velocities to
begin with. Since
PAaIJ =
δL
δA˙aIJ
= piaIJ (3.9)
cannot be solved for A˙aIJ , PAaIJ − piaIJ ≈ 0 becomes a constraint and has to be added to the
Hamiltonian and smeared with a Lagrange multiplier µaIJ . The same is true for
PpiaIJ =
δL
δp˙iaIJ
= 0. (3.10)
We will call the corresponding multiplier νaIJ . Before proceeding with the canonical analysis,
we can use PAaIJ − piaIJ ≈ 0 to substitute all piaIJ for PAaIJ by redefining µaIJ . Stability of
PAaIJ −piaIJ ≈ 0 requires to adjust νaIJ . Stability of PpiaIJ ≈ 0 requires us to set µaIJ = 0. The
stability of the other constraints is equivalent to the case where we “read off” the symplectic
structure and we assume it to be satisfied. We can now solve the constraints PAaIJ − piaIJ ≈ 0
and PpiaIJ ≈ 0 and perform a symplectic reduction which gives us the new Poisson bracket
{AaIJ , pibKL} = 2δbaδK[I δLJ ]. (3.11)
Most of the canonical analysis is the same as in the previous chapter and we will only describe
the differences. The Poisson bracket
{H[M ],H[N ]} = −1
2
Ha
[
(M∂bN −N∂bM)piaIJpibIJ
]
+s
1
4
Sab
M
[
(M∂aN −N∂aM)IJKLMpicIJFKLcb
]
(3.12)
of two Hamiltonian constraints reproduces exactly the BF-simplicity constraint and shows that
the theory would be inconsistent without this constraint. The BF-simplicity constraint is stable
under spatial diffeomorphisms and internal rotations as reflected by the Poisson brackets{
H˜a[Na], SabM [cMab ]
}
= −Sab
M
[
(LNc)Mab
]
(3.13)
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and {
1
2
GIJ [λIJ ], S
ab
M
[cMab ]
}
= Sab
M
[
D−3∑
i=1
λMiM ′ic
M1...Mi−1M ′iMi+1...MD−3
ab
]
, (3.14)
and trivially commutes with itself. As in the previous chapter, the Poisson bracket with the
Hamiltonian constraint {
Sab
M
[cMab ],H[N ]
}
= Dab
M
[
NcMab
]
+ Sab
M
[. . .] (3.15)
imposes a new constraint
Dab
M
= −IJKLMpicIJ
(
pi(a|KNDcpib)LN
)
. (3.16)
To show its stability, we have to show that its Poisson bracket with the BF-simplicity is invertible.
Irrespective of this, we emphasise that Dab
M
is stable under internal rotations, reflected by{
1
2
GIJ [λIJ ], D
ab
M
[dMab ]
}
= Dab
M
[
D−3∑
i=1
λMiM ′id
M1...Mi−1M ′iMi+1...MD−3
ab
]
. (3.17)
Concerning the diffeomorphism constraint, it is easy to see that we can extend the covariant
derivative in Dab
M
to act on spatial indices via the Christoffel symbols. Namely, adding the
corresponding terms to the constraint, we see that, due to the symmetry of the Christoffel
symbols in their lower indices, the added terms are proportional to simplicity constraints. Dab
M
therefore transforms like a scalar density of weight +3 under spatial diffeomorphisms and the
Poisson bracket with the diffeomorphism constraint has to be proportional to the Dab
M
. Another
easy way to do this calculation is to use the Jacobi identity after expressing Dab
M
as a Poisson
bracket. We do not know of any nice way to express the Poisson bracket of Dab
M
with the
Hamiltonian constraint and will leave the discussion of this bracket open, as its value is not
important in the following.
Counting of the degrees of freedom which the BF-simplicity constraint reduces, i.e. piaIJ →
EaI , yields D2(D − 1)/2−D which is for D > 3 less than the number of Lagrange multipliers
1
2D(D + 1)
(
D+1
4
)
. The BF-simplicity constraints are therefore not independent and the matrix
formed by calculating the Poisson bracket with Dab
M
cannot be invertible. The solution to this
problem is to find an independent set of BF-simplicity and D constraints which still enforce the
same constraint surface. The constraints of the previous chapter do have this property and lead
us to the following Ansatz. We choose some internal time-like vector nI with nInI = s which
may vary as a function of the spatial coordinates and decompose piaIJ as
piaIJ = p¯iaIJ + 2n[IEa|J ] (3.18)
as in the previous chapter. We also define EaI by EaIE
bI = δba and n
IEaI = 0. Together
with the normalisation condition nInI = s this means that n
I = nI [E] can be considered as
a function of EaI only and thus does not count as independent degree of freedom. The BF-
simplicity constraints plus the non-holonomic constraint are equivalent with p¯iaIJ = 0 and nI
being time-like in the Lorentzian case. However, p¯iaIJ has D2(D − 1)/2 degrees of freedom and
EaI has D(D + 1) which together yields D
2(D + 1)/2 + D degrees of freedom while piaIJ has
only D2(D + 1)/2 degrees of freedom. It follows that p¯iaIJ and EaI cannot be considered as
independent degrees of freedom, there must be D additional relations among them. Indeed, in
the companion paper [1] we will argue3 that it is always possible to arrange that p¯iaIJ = p¯iaIJT is
3This is not trivial: For D ≥ 3 one cannot use closed formulas for a proof. It is apparently necessary to make
use of fixed point theorems.
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automatically trace free with respect to EaI . These would be the missing D relations and now
the BF-Simplicity constraints are equivalent with the D2(D − 1)/2 − D constraints p¯iaIJT = 0
which in number match with the constraints K¯TaIJ = 0 to which the constraints D
ab
M
= 0 reduce
as we will now show below. Presently not having a proof for D ≥ 3 that such a decomposition
is possible on the full phase space, we restrict to the part of the phase space where this is the
case. Our approach will be legitimated at the end of this section. In other words, we will only
allow piaIJ of the following form: There is a tensor EaI with Qab = ηIJE
aIEbJ positive definite.
Let nI [E] be the unique normal vector satisfying EaInI = 0, n
InI = s. Take any tensor t
aIJ
and construct from it t¯aIJT [t, E] using E,n[E]. Then pi
aIJ := t¯aIJT + 2n
[IEaJ ] and automatically
EaI = −spiaIJnJ . For piaIJ constructed in this way, the fixed point equation derived in [1] has
obviously non trivial solutions and the question is whether such piaIJ are generic.
Concerning the DMab constraint, we make the same Ansatz as in the previous chapter and set
AaIJ = ΓaIJ + K¯aIJ + 2n[IKa|J ]. (3.19)
A short calculation yields
f¯(a|IJpi|b)KLIJKLMDabM = −f¯(a|IJpi|b)KLIJKLM ABCDMpicABpi(a|CEDcpib)DE
≈ −(D − 3)!(D − 1)K¯aIJF aIJ,bKLf¯bKL, (3.20)
where F aIJ,bKL denotes the same matrix as in (2.49). We defined pibKL := q
−1qabpiaKL, where
q−1qab is the inverse matrix of s2pi
aIJpibIJ , such that pi
aIJpibIJ = 2sδ
a
b . We notice that f¯aIJ
can be chosen traceless with respect to EaI , since any trace part would drop out in the com-
bination f¯(a|IJpib)KLIJKLM modulo the BF-Simplicity constraint. The subset of D constraints
parametrised by f¯aIJ = f¯
T
aIJ as above thus sets the trace free part of K¯aIJ to zero. When
inserting the solution of the BF-simplicity constraint into the full Dab
M
constraint, we get
Dab
M
≈ −2sABCDMnAEcBE(a|CEb)EK¯cED (3.21)
and immediately verify that the solution K¯TaIJ = 0 solves all the D constraints because the trace
part of K¯cED drops out in the above combination.
From these considerations, we realise that it is legitimate to use the Lagrange multipliers
displayed in (3.20) and therefore only a subset of the D constraints. It follows that we only
have to check the stability of this subset of constraints. To form the Dirac matrix, we choose
similarly a subset of BF-simplicity constraints equivalent to p¯iaIJT = 0 and calculate∫
dDx
∫
dDy [f¯T(a|IJpib)KL
IJKLM ](x)
{
Sab
M
(x), Dcd
N
(y)
}
[g¯T(c|MNpid)OP 
MNOPN ](y)
≈ 4(D − 1)2((D − 3)!)2
∫
dDx f¯TaIJF
aIJ,bKLg¯TbKL. (3.22)
We can therefore adjust the multiplier of the BF-simplicity such that the independent subset of
D constraints is stable under time evolution and finish the canonical analysis. Since the Dirac
matrix is invertible, the chosen subset of BF-simplicity constraints has to be independent. The
number of BF-simplicities in this subset is equivalent to the number of degrees of freedom in
a transverse trace free matrix, i.e. D2(D − 1)/2 − D = D(D + 1)(D − 2)/2 and matches the
degrees of freedom which are to be taken out of the system by the full BF-simplicity constraints
and all BF-simplicity constraints can thus be derived by taking the linear span of this subset.
The solution of the constraints proceeds analogously to the previous chapter, the only dif-
ference being that we do not need to solve the momenta associated with EaI and nI . The two
formulations presented are therefore equivalent.
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3.3 Degrees of Freedom
As in the previous chapter, we check the degrees of freedom of the Hamiltonian system derived
using the BF-simplicity constraint. For H to become a first class constraint, we construct the
linear combination (using the same abuse of notation as before)
H˜ := H−
∫
S¯aIJT
({
D¯T , S¯T
}−1)
aIJ,bKL
{
D¯bKLT ,H
}
. (3.23)
Since the Dirac matrix between the independent BF-simplicity and D constraints is invertible,
they are of the second class. The rest of the constraints is of the first class.
Variable DoF Constraint DoF
AaIJ
D2(D+1)
2 First class (count twice!)
piaIJ D
2(D+1)
2 H˜ 1
λIJ
D(D+1)
2 Ha D
N 1 GIJ D(D+1)2
Na D PN 1
PλIJ
D(D+1)
2 PNa D
PN 1 PλIJ
D(D+1)
2
PNa D Second class
Sab
M
D2(D−1)
2 −D
Dab
M
D2(D−1)
2 −D
Sum: D3 + 2D2 + 3D + 2 Sum: D3 +D2 + 4D + 4
The difference between the degrees of freedom and the weighted sum of the constraints is again
(D + 1)(D − 2) and matches those of General Relativity.
4 Review of Gauge Unfixing
The name “gauge unfixing” suggests that this is a procedure in some sense inverse to “gauge
fixing”. To see to what extent this is indeed the case it is useful to recall some facts about gauge
fixing first. After that we focus on the gauge unfixing case. This review section can be skipped
by readers familiar with gauge (un)fixing although we add a few extra twists to it. We have
combined material from several sources: To the best of our knowledge, the pioneering paper on
gauge unfixing of second class theories is [11] and the general theory was developed in [12, 13].
Parts of this theory were independently rediscovered from the point of view of a first class theory
in [14, 15], see also [16, 17, 18].
4.1 Gauge Fixing
Recall that gauge fixing of a first class system with first class constraints SI (where I takes
values in some index set) on a phase space M consists in imposing an equal number of gauge
fixing conditions DI such that the matrix M with entries MIJ := {SI , DJ} is regular. The
gauge fixing conditions, modulo the problem of Gribov copies, select a unique point on each
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gauge orbit of the SI . Here the gauge orbit of a point m ∈M is the set4
[m] := {αβ(m), βI ∈ R}, αβ(f) := exp(βI{SI , .}) · f , (4.1)
where αβ(f) is the gauge flow with parameter β applied to the (smooth) function f on phase
space. To qualify as an admissible gauge fixing condition, at least on the constraint surface
M := {m ∈M; SI(m) = 0 ∀ I}, (4.2)
it must be possible to reach the selected section
σD(M) := {m ∈M; DI(m) = 0 ∀ I} (4.3)
from any other section of M.
At least locally, the constraint surface acquires the structure of a fibre bundle where the
fibres are given by the gauge orbits (considered as subsets of M) and the base space is the set
of equivalence classes
M̂ := {[m]; m ∈M} (4.4)
called the reduced phase space. Under the above conditions there is a bijection between σD(M)
and M̂ : Given m ∈ σD(M) one obtains [m] ∈ M̂ via (4.1) and given [m] (considered as a
subset of M) one computes the unique point m′ ∈ [m] such that DI(m′) = 0 for all I, that
is m′ = [m] ∩ σD(M). However, while the construction of M̂ is canonical, i.e. does not use
any structure other than SI which canonically follow from the Dirac algorithm applied to the
singular Lagrangian in question, the cross section σD(M) uses the additional input of D which,
except for the regularity condition on M , is rather arbitrary.
The observables of the first class system are the gauge invariant functions evaluated on the
constraint surface. These therefore only depend on the equivalence classes [m]. It appears
that the construction of such gauge invariant functions is generically impossible for sufficiently
complicated constraints SI . This turns out to be correct if one is interested in these observables
as functions on M. However, given a set of gauge fixing conditions DI , not only can one write
an explicit formula for these observables but one can also compute their Poisson algebra. This
also then displays the relation between the spaces σD(M) and M in explicit form. Given a
function f on M one can define a weak Dirac observable by the formula
O(D)(f) := [αβ(f)]αβ(D)=0, (4.5)
where the superscript (D) is to make it explicit that this formula is not canonical but depends
on the chosen gauge fixing. This formula has to be understood in the following way: First one
computes the gauge flow of f at m ∈ M with real valued (phase space independent) constants
βI , that is
αβ(f) := f +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
βI1 ..βIn {SI1 , {.., {SIn , f}..}} (4.6)
and then one solves the condition αβ(DI) = 0 for all I for β
I = γI(m) and inserts the cor-
responding phase space dependent function into (4.6). The value γ(m) is thus the parameter
needed in order to map m to that point on its orbit [m] at which the DI vanish. It is not
4In case that the first class constraints close with non trivial structure functions only, it maybe necessary
to apply several of the Poisson automorphisms αβ with different β because the αβ do not form a group under
concatenation in this case.
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difficult to check that indeed {SI , Of} ≈ 0, and that O(D) preserves the pointwise addition and
multiplication of functions
O(D)(f + g) = O(D)(f) +O(D)(g), O(D)(fg) = O(D)(f) O(D)(g). (4.7)
Moreover, the following remarkable formula holds5
{O(D)(f), O(D)(g)} ≈ {O(D)(f), O(D)(g)}∗S,D ≈ O(D)({f, g}∗S,D), (4.8)
where {., .}∗S,D is the Dirac bracket of the second class system of constraints SI , DI . Since a
sufficient number of the O(D)(f) serves as coordinates of M̂ we see that the Poisson bracket
on the reduced phase space M̂ is given by the Dirac bracket and O(D) is a Dirac bracket
homomorphism from the algebra of smooth functions on M to the one on M̂.
It should be stressed, however, that this algebra of observables is not canonical, it depends
on the choice of admissible gauge fixing D which is an extra input necessary for their very
construction. Nevertheless, once we have made such a choice, we see that a first class system
S together with a gauge fixing condition D is completely equivalent to the second class system
S,D. Namely, for a second class system the reduced phase space consists simply in the constraint
manifold
M := {m ∈M; SI(m) = DI(m) = 0 ∀ I} ≡ σD(M), (4.9)
which precisely coincides with the gauge section (4.3), and the symplectic structure on M is
given by the Dirac bracket
{f, g}∗S,D = {f, g} − {f, Cα} [M−1]αβ {Cβ, g}, (4.10)
where {Cα} = {SI , DI} and Mαβ = {Cα, Cβ} is non degenerate by construction. When re-
stricting O(D) to M which is in bijection with M̂ as we have seen, it becomes a Dirac bracket
isomorphism.
4.2 Gauge Unfixing
We now consider a second class system with constraints SI , DI with the special structure that
SI is a first class subalgebra of constraints, that is
{SI , SJ} = fIJ K SK (4.11)
for certain structure functions fIJ
K and MIJ := {SI , DJ} is supposed to be non degenerate on
the constraint surface
M := {m ∈M; SI(m) = DI(m) = 0 ∀ I}, (4.12)
which is equipped with the Dirac bracket (4.10). In [13] we find conditions under which linear
combinations of a given set of second class constraints can be subdivided into sets SI and DI
subject to (4.11). Here we will simply assume that this has been achieved.
We have seen in the previous section that a first class system SI together with additional
gauge fixing conditions DI is equivalent with the second class system SI , DI . The idea of gauge
5The first identity holds because the S constraints form a subalgebra. The Dirac matrix Mαβ =
{Cα, Cβ}, {Cα} = {SI , DI} on the constraint surface therefore has the symbolic structure M =
(
0 B
−B A
)
and its inverse is given by M−1 =
(
B−1AB−1 −B−1
B−1 0
)
so that the Dirac bracket {F,G}∗ contains no terms
∝ {F,D}{G,D}.
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unfixing is now simply to interpret the given second class system of constraints SI , DI as just a
first class system SI to which the particular gauge fixing conditions DI have been added.
This point of view has the following advantage towards quantisation:
For a first class system of constraints we have two possible quantisation strategies, namely
A. Operator Constraint Quantisation and B. Reduced Phase Space Quantisation. The advantage
of option A. is that one can work with the simple Poisson bracket algebra on the kinematical
phase space M for which Hilbert space representations are typically easy to find and the task
is to find those which support the SI as densely defined, closable and non anomalous operators.
The disadvantage is that one has to equip the joint kernel of the constraints with a new (physical)
inner product which carries a representation of the observables of the theory and while there
are general tools available such as group averaging, it is generically not possible to determine
the physical Hilbert space in closed form. The disadvantage of option B. is that the Dirac
bracket algebra on the reduced phase space is typically so complicated that no Hilbert space
representations can be found. On the other hand, if one manages to do so, then one has direct
access to the physical Hilbert space and the algebra of observables. Now in case that option B.
is inhibited due to the complexity of the Dirac bracket algebra which is typically the case for
second class systems, option A. appears to be the only possible approach to quantisation. As
we will see, one can do even better than that, but let us assume for the moment that we take a
second class system SI , DI with complicated Dirac bracket algebra and therefore drop DI and
just perform an operator constraint quantisation of SI .
At first sight, this strategy seems to be false for at least two reasons:
A) From the point of view of the first class system, the gauge fixing conditions DI are just
one of an infinite number of possible choices, the first class system does not know about
the DI and therefore one can drop the DI . However, we are not given a first class system,
we are given a second class system and from the point of view of the second class system,
the DI are canonical, they follow canonically from Dirac’s stabiliser algorithm applied to
the given singular Lagrangian. It seems therefore to be wrong to forget about the special
role of the DI within the first class system as we would drop information that is forced on
us by Dirac’s algorithm. However, imposing the DI as operators as well in the quantum
theory is not possible, that is, the joint kernel of the DI , SI is just the zero vector.
B) The canonical Hamiltonian H of the second class system as derived via Dirac’s stabiliser
algorithm is typically not gauge invariant with respect to the SI which would not be the
case for a true first class system with just the constraints SI . In fact, in many applica-
tions the second class structure SI , DI arises from primary constraints SI and a canonical
Hamiltonian of the form
H ′ = H0 + λI SI , (4.13)
with nontrivial H0 independent of the SI (that is [H0]S=0 6= 0) and the DI arise as
secondary constraints from the stability requirement
0
!
= {H ′, SI} ≈ {H0, SI} =: DI , (4.14)
where {SI , SJ} ∝ SK ≈ 0 was used. The stability of the DI fixes the Lagrange multipliers
λI
0
!
= {H ′, DI} = {H0, SI}+ λJ{SJ , DI} ⇒ λI = −[M−1]JI {H0, SJ} =: λI0, (4.15)
so that the stabilised, first class Hamiltonian (it weakly commutes with all the constraints
SI , DI) reads
H = H0 + λ
I
0 SI . (4.16)
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It is not gauge invariant with respect to just the constraints SI since {H,SI} ≈ DI so that
the constraints DI appear again as a consistency condition.
We now explain how both obstacles can be overcome. We deal first with the second issue B):
We simply make the canonical Hamiltonian H gauge invariant with respect to the SI by using
the map O(D) displayed in (4.5) that is, we replace H by
H˜ := O(D)(H). (4.17)
To see that this is an allowed Hamiltonian within the second class system we need to compute
H˜ in some detail. As one can show [15, 18] one has explicitly
O(D)(H) = H +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
n∏
k=1
[−DIk ] {S′I1 , ..{S′In , H}..}, (4.18)
where S′I = [M−1]IJSJ so that {S′I , DJ} = δIJ modulo S. We have
H˜ −H = −DI{S′I , H}+O(D2) = −DI
(
[M−1]IJ{SJ , H}+ {M IJ , H}SJ
)
+O(D2)
= −DI
(
[M−1]IJ [DJ +NKJ SK ] + {M IJ , H}SJ
)
+O(D2) = O(D2, DS) (4.19)
for some NKJ . Therefore H˜ and H differ by terms at least quadratic in the constraints and thus
do not spoil the first class structure of H. Therefore H˜ is an admissible Hamiltonian for the
second class system which is simultaneously weakly invariant with respect to the SI . This is
also the reason why one did not choose H˜ ′ = O(G)(H) for some gauge fixing conditions GI 6= DI
because by a similar calculation as in (4.19) one would now compute H˜ ′ −H = O(DG,SG,G2)
but GI is no constraint and thus H˜
′ is not an admissible Hamiltonian for the second class system.
Notice also that H and H˜ generate the same equations of motion on M.
We now come to issue A). The question is: How can it be that the first class constrained
Hamiltonian system (H˜, SI) be equivalent to the second class system (H˜, SI , DI)? The first
class system does not know about the DI . It is true that if we choose the special gauge fixing
conditions GI := DI = 0 for the first class system, then the reduced phase spaces of the two
systems are indeed isomorphic as we have shown above. However, the choice of GI is arbitrary
from the point of view of the first class system as long as the matrix with entries {SI , GJ} is
non degenerate and therefore it appears that one has to still somehow feed the additional infor-
mation about the special role of the gauge fixing condition GI = DI into the first class system.
However, this is not the case:
The point is simply that an arbitrary gauge condition GI = 0 is related by a gauge transfor-
mation generated by the SI to the gauge condition DI = 0. Therefore the observables of the
form O(G)(f) are in fact linear combinations, with phase space independent coefficients, of the
observables of the form O(D)(f). This follows simply from the fact that for gauge invariant
functions F (with respect to the SI) we have F ≈ O(D)(F ). Applied to F = O(G)(f) it follows
O(G)(f) ≈ O(D)
(
O(G)(f)
)
. (4.20)
Hence any observable of the form O(G)(f) can be written as O(D)(f ′) for some other function
f ′ = O(G)(f). Since the roles of GI , DI can be interchanged we see that the range of the maps
O(D), O(G) is the same. Since the algebra of the O(G)(f) and of the O(D)(f) can be computed
using the original Poisson bracket on the unreduced phase space we see that the algebra of the
O(D)(f) and O(G)(f) are isomorphic, i.e. it does not matter whether we display one and the
same observable F in the form F = O(D)(f) or in the form F = O(G)(f ′).
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What is different are of course the maps O(D), O(G) which provide different gauge invariant
extensions of a given function f . Only the map O(D) yields an isomorphism with the Dirac
bracket algebra of the second class system. However, this does not mean that one cannot use
O(G) to construct gauge invariant observables. It just means that the identification between the
Dirac bracket algebra of functions onM with the Poisson bracket algebra on M̂ is rather com-
plicated to write down because the correct gauge invariant function is O(D)(f) ≈ O(G)(O(D)(f))
and not just O(G)(f).
Remarks:
1.
This last observation now is also the key to a reduced phase space quantisation approach to sec-
ond class systems (H,SI , DI): After having replaced it by an equivalent first class system (H˜, SI)
one can now make use of the local Abelianisation theorem (see e.g. [19] and references therein)
and replace the constraints SI by an equivalent, strongly Abelian set S
′
I = piI + hI(φ
I ; qa, pa)
at least locally in phase space where the system of first class constraints SI has been solved
for some of the momenta piI in terms of its conjugate variables φ
I and the remaining canon-
ical pairs (qa, pa). Using the natural gauge fixing condition GI = φI the algebra of the
Qa := O(G)(qa), Pa := O
(G)(pa) coincides with the algebra of the q
a, pa because the corre-
sponding Dirac bracket does not affect the subalgebra of functions of qa, pa. Since the algebra of
the Qa, Pa is simple it can be quantised. This is surprising because we could have chosen to solve
the constraints SI = DI = 0 for S
′
I = piI − ΠI(qa, pa), D′I = φI − ΦI(qa, pa) from the outset so
that the reduced phase space is parametrised by the qa, pa but the corresponding Dirac bracket
{pa, qb}∗ 6= δba is not simple. The reason is of course that the functions Qa, Pa are genuinely
different from qa, pa, in fact they are nontrivial functions of φ
I , qa, pa built in such a way that
they have a simple Dirac bracket with respect to S,D. Moreover {Qa, Pb} = {Qa, Pb}∗S,D due
to gauge invariance. This holds for any two pairs of gauge invariant functions, in particular for
the Hamiltonian H˜.
2.
For generally covariant systems H0 is not a true Hamiltonian but rather a linear combination
of different constraints H0 = µ
AC ′A, typically a closed subalgebra of the form {C ′A, C ′B} =
fAB
C C ′C such that {C ′A, SI} = fAI JSJ for A 6= 0 and {C ′0, SI} = DI thus {H0, SI} ≈ µ0DI .
In our applications it will turn out that {C ′A, DI} = f˜AI KDK , A 6= 0 and {C ′0, DI} is not weakly
zero. The Dirac stabiliser algorithm then replaces C ′0 by C0 = C ′0 −MJI{C ′0, DJ}SI so that
{C0, DI} = 0 while C ′A = CA for A 6= 0 and H ′ is replaced by H = µACA. The CA now close
among themselves modulo SI . Application of O
(D) replaces H by H˜ = µAC˜A, C˜A = O
(D)(CA).
Now modulo SI constraints
{C˜A, C˜B} ≈ O(D)({CA, CB}∗S,D) (4.21)
and
{CA, CB}∗S,D ∝ {CA, CB}, {CA, SI}{CB, SJ}, {CA, SI}{CB, DJ}, {CA, DI}{CB, DJ},
∝ CA, SI , DI . (4.22)
Since O(D)(DI) ≈ 0 it follows that the C˜A and the SI form a first class algebra.
3.
Whether gauge unfixing is feasible depends largely on the question whether the series that
determines H˜ terminates. Fortunately, in our application this will be the case.
4.
The formula O(G)(f) ≈ O(D)(O(G)(f)) does not display the fact that G can be reached from D
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via a gauge transformation. However, using the fact that O(D)(DI) ≈ 0 and that O(G)(f) is a
power series in G we also have
O(G)(f) ≈ O(D)
([
exp(βI{(M˜−1)IJSJ , .}) · f ]β=−(G−D)
])
, (4.23)
with M˜IJ = {S,GJ}. Notice that the argument of O(D) on the right hand side of (4.23) is
not gauge invariant and that it is the gauge transform of f with respect to the weakly Abelian
constraints S˜I = [M˜
−1]IJSJ from the gauge G = 0 to the gauge D = 0 as desired.
5.
An important final comment concerns the dynamics of the theory (we consider for simplicity
only one pair of second class constraints but the same discussion applies, with more notational
load, to the general case):
Suppose first that H ′ = H0 + λISI , that is H0 is not constrained to vanish. From the point of
view of the second class system the Hamiltonian that drives the dynamics of the system is H
or equivalently H˜ via the Dirac bracket evaluated on the constraint surface of the second class
system M, that is
f˙|S=D=0 = [{H˜, f}∗S,D]S=D=0 = {H|S=D=0, f|S=D=0}∗S,D. (4.24)
On the other hand, from the point of view of the first class system, the Hamiltonian is H˜ which
acts on gauge (S-) invariant functions which we write in the form F = O(D)(f) on the constraint
surface of the first class system M, that is
F˙|S=0 = {H˜, F}|S=0 = {O(D)(H), O(D)(f)}|S=0 = O(D)({H, f}∗S,D)|S=0. (4.25)
Comparing (4.24) and (4.25) we see that the time evolutions are isomorphic when mapping
f|S=D=0 to O(D)(f)|S=0.
Now we consider the case that H0 = C itself is constrained to vanish. Then also the Hamiltonian
H˜ is constrained to vanish from the point of view of the second class system since is a linear
combination of the three constraints C, S,D. Now the following subtlety arises: From the point
of view of the first class system, the Hamiltonian H˜ is not constrained to vanish because the
first class system is only subject to the constraints C, S. But this would clearly be wrong:
The first class system would only have the constraint S and this would lead to a different
dimensionality of the reduced phase space than in the second class system. The correct point
of view is the following: The second class system is equivalently described by the three types of
constraints H˜, S,D of which H˜ constitutes a first class set of constraints while (S,D) constitute
a second class system of constraints. From the point of view of the first class system we just
forget about the D constraints and instead consider the first class constraint system H˜, S.
The counting of physical number of degrees of freedom is now correct again because both first
class constraints H˜, S count twice in the first class system while in the second class system
H˜, S,D only H˜ counts twice and S,D only count once. This also makes sure that there is no
true Hamiltonian in both schemes. To compare the observables from both points of view, let
S1 := S, S2 := H˜, D1 := D, D2 := G where the gauge fixing condition G is chosen in such
a way that the matrix with entries MIJ = {SI , DJ} is non singular. It is easy to see that the
second class system (SI , DI) is of the type to which gauge unfixing applies and the discussion
proceeds from here just as in the general case.
5 Application of Gauge Unfixing to Gravity
We now want to apply the ideas of gauge unfixing to higher dimensional General Relativity and
start with the Hamiltonian system derived in section 3. The second class constraints are given
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by Sab
M
≈ Dab
M
≈ 0. As we pointed out in section 3.2, the constraints are not independent and
the Dirac matrix is not invertible. We will neglect this fact for the moment and remark that
we can deal with it using the independent sets of constraints discussed above. We remark that
gauge unfixing has been applied previously to 2 + 1-dimensional linearised massive gravity [20].
The general discussion of the previous section suggests that the simplicity invariant extension
of the Hamiltonian constraint involves an infinite series which is beyond any analytical control
already at the classical level. Luckily, the Dirac matrix depends only on piaIJ and therefore com-
mutes with the BF-simplicity constraint. Hence repeated commutators acting on functions that
depend polynomially on A vanish beyond the order of the polynomial. We calculate explicitly
H˜ = H − 1
2
Dab
M
(
F−1
)
M
ab
N
cd D
cd
N
, (5.1)
where terms up to the second order contributed, since H is quadratic in the connection. The
effect of the extra term in the Hamiltonian can be seen when solving the simplicity constraint
and reducing the theory to the ADM variables. When doing the calculation (2.76), we have to
use D ∼ (FK¯T )aIJ = 0 to eliminate a term proportional to K¯TaIJF aIJ,bKLK¯TbKL. This is not
necessary any more because the additional −1/2DF−1D precisely counters this term.
The Gauß and diffeomorphism constraints only obtain extra terms proportional to the BF-
simplicity constraints which can be neglected in the first class theory. We can use the projector
identities to calculate the new constraint algebra{
G˜, G˜
}
= G˜+ S, (5.2){
G˜, H˜a
}
= S, (5.3){
G˜, H˜
}
= S, (5.4){
H˜a, H˜b
}
= H˜a + G˜+ S, (5.5){
H˜a, H˜
}
= H˜+ G˜+ S, (5.6){
G˜, S
}
= S, (5.7){
H˜a, S
}
= S, (5.8){
H˜, S
}
= 0. (5.9)
By construction it closes without the D constraint and displays a first class structure.
Concerning gauge invariant phase space functions, it is clear that a vanishing commutator
with the BF-simplicity constraint does not constrain the dependence on piaIJ . Additionally,
these functions may only depend on the simplicity invariant extension of AaIJ which is given
explicitly by
A˜aIJ = AaIJ +D
cd
N
(
F−1
)
N
cd,
M
ab MIJKLpi
bKL, (5.10)
since AaIJ changes under simplicity gauge transformations as
δSAaIJ :=
{
AaIJ , S
bc
M
[cMbc ]
}
= cMab IJKLMpi
bKL. (5.11)
We still have to give a sense to
(
F−1
)
N
cd,
M
ab . As we have shown in section 3, it is enough
to consider only a subspace of Lagrange multipliers for the BF-simplicity and Dab
M
constraints
parametrised by the projected test functions
dMab = d¯(a|IJpib)KL
IJKLM . (5.12)
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On this subspace, F aIJ,bKL was shown to be invertible. We therefore make the Ansatz(
F−1
)
N
cd,
M
ab = γ
EFGHNpi(c|EF
(
F−1
)
d)GH,(a|AB pib)CD
ABCDM (5.13)
for some constant γ, where(
F−1
)
aIJ,bKL
:=
s
4(D − 1)piaACpibBD
(
picECpicE
D − sηCD) (ηABηK[IηJ ]L − 2ηLAηB[IηJ ]K)
(5.14)
only depends on piaIJ and reduces to the correct expression on the simplicity constraint surface
when contracted in the above equation. Insertion into A˜ yields
γ =
1
4(D − 1)2((D − 3)!)2 (5.15)
when demanding that A˜ is independent of D, i.e. that the K¯TaIJ term is cancelled. Since all
simplicity invariant phase space functions are arbitrary functions of A˜aIJ and pi
aIJ , we have
shown that the proposed expression for
(
F−1
)
N
cd,
M
ab yields the desired results. This can of course
also be obtained by direct inversion of the projected version of the matrix F . This way we ob-
tain a connection formulation for gravity in D + 1 > 3 without second class constraints. Notice
however that the observables (with respect to the simplicity constraint) (A˜, pi) have complicated
Poisson brackets, only the brackets of the canonical pair (A, pi) are simple, therefore suggesting
a Dirac quantisation approach (quantisation at the kinematical level).
Let us summarise and compare with the connection formulation in D + 1 = 4:
1.
On the surface where the simplicity constraint vanishes, piaIJ = 2n[IEa|J ], we can describe the
situation more explicitly. From the above formula it is obvious that both nIδSAaIJ = 0 and
EaIδSAaIJ = 0, since we always may choose c
M
[ab] = 0. Thus, when decomposing the connection
AaIJ = ΓaIJ + K¯aIJ + 2n[IKa|J ] into hybrid spin connection and rotational (i.e. transversal)
and boost (i.e longitudinal) components of hybrid contorsion KaIJ , we find that the simplic-
ity constraint generates on-shell gauge transformations of the trace free part of the rotational
(transversal) components of the SO(1, D) hybrid contorsion K¯TaIJ . As we have seen in equation
(2.71), the remaining trace component of the rotational part EaIK¯aIJ is proportional to the
boost part of the Gauß constraint and vanishes if nIG
IJ = 0 holds. In total, we find that
observables in this connection theory may not depend on the value of the rotational components
of the SO(1, D) hybrid contorsion at all. The whole physical information contained in the con-
nection is encoded in the boost components of the contorsion, which becomes conjugate to the
vielbein after solving the simplicity constraint. Therefore, when removing the boost gauge free-
dom by choosing the time gauge, there is no physical information left in the SO(D) connection.
2.
In D + 1 = 4, this formulation therefore differs from the formulation in terms of real Ashtekar
variables considered in [21], which remains a connection formulation also after imposing the
time gauge. This is achieved by mixing boost and rotational components of the connection us-
ing the total antisymmetric tensor, i.e. (β)Aajk = Aajk−β0ijkAa0i, to “rotate” physical degrees
of freedom into the rotational components of the connection. Thus, this procedure exploits a
peculiarity of dimension D + 1 = 4, and therefore is not possible in any other dimension. In
D+1 = 4 it is possible to arrive at this connection formulation in terms of (β)A also by enlarging
the ADM phase space instead of starting from the Holst action [21]. This turns out to be true
also for the new connection formulation derived above as we have shown in our companion paper
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[1]. Following this route allows for the introduction of a free parameter similar to the Barbero-
Immirzi parameter, but the transformation made to obtain the connection is very different in
nature since there is no mixing of boost and rotational parts.
3.
The internal gauge group in the case of Lorentzian external signature is SO(1, D), for which the
techniques developed in [22, 23] are not available. It is therefore desirable to obtain a formu-
lation with a compact internal gauge group as is the case in D + 1 = 4. The idea, similar to
the situation in D+ 1 = 4, is to add a correction term to the Euclidean Hamiltonian constraint
which changes the external signature after reduction to ADM variables. This has been achieved
in [1] where we derived the formulation presented in this section and solved the task to obtain a
compact gauge group formulation even for Lorentzian signature. In contrast to D+1 = 4 this is
not achieved by choosing a gauge in a formulation coming from a Lorentzian gauge theory action
but by simply choosing a compact gauge group extension of the Lorentzian ADM formulation.
This formulation therefore cannot be obtained from a Lorentzian connection formulation.
6 Conclusions
We have shown that General Relativity in dimensions D+1 ≥ 3 can be written as a gauge theory
with either SO(D + 1) or SO(1, D) as the internal gauge group. We derived this result both
from a canonical analysis of the Palatini Lagrangian in this paper and from an extension of the
ADM phase space using Hamiltonian methods in [1]. In both cases, the simplicity constraints
in addition to the Gauß constraints played a key role in order to match the correct number of
degrees of freedom. However, there are two differences:
First, the Lagrangian methods are restricted to a matching of spacetime and internal signature,
that is, we get necessarily SO(1, D) for Lorentzian General Relativity. There is no room for an
Immirzi like parameter (without a topological term in the Lagrangian which we did not consider
here since in higher dimensions such a term is not known in explicit form depending on D).
For the Hamiltonian methods there is no such restriction, in particular we can have SO(D + 1)
for Lorentzian General Relativity and arbitrary Immirzi like Parameter. The price to pay is
that this connection formulation does not have a Lagrangian origin, on the other hand, Loop
Quantum Gravity methods are available for quantisation because the gauge group is compact
which is a huge advantage.
Secondly, as is well known, the Palatini action gives rise to second class constraints and an
associated non trivial Dirac bracket with respect to which the connection is not commuting
(see however [6, 24]) thus forbidding a connection formulation (the connection cannot act as
a multiplication operator in the quantum theory) [25]. On the other hand, the Hamiltonian
extension of the ADM phase space does not know about any Dirac bracket and starts with a
connection that is Poisson commuting and with only first class constraints.
This second observation raises the questions how these two descriptions can possibly be
simultaneously valid? The answer to this puzzle is that (for matching spacetime and internal
signature) the Hamiltonian description can be obtained from the Lagrangian description by
gauge unfixing the second class theory into the first class theory. The secondary second class
constraint partner to the primary second class simplicity constraint thereby gets removed and
gets built into the Hamiltonian constraint in order to achieve the first class property. From the
Hamiltonian perspective this secondary second class constraint precisely arises as a counterterm
that removes a piece in the “natural”, primary Hamiltonian constraint (expressed in terms of
curvature) absent in the correct first class Hamiltonian constraint.
The description at which we arrived in this paper is therefore very different from the platform
from which Lorentzian Loop Quantum Gravity in D + 1 = 4 starts. There is no time gauge
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and therefore the gauge group is SO(4) rather than SU(2). The price to pay are the additional
simplicity constraints and a more complicated Hamiltonian constraint. For D + 1 = 4 this
description is therefore more complicated than the standard description and thus less useful.
However, for D + 1 > 4 we do not know of any other gauge theory formulation of General
Relativity with 1. compact gauge group and 2. only first class constraints and 3. standard sym-
plectic structure with Poisson commuting connections. We will address the differences in the
quantum theories between the present formulation and standard LQG in a future publication.
We expect that there will be close relations with the way the simplicity constraint is treated in
the EPRL Spin Foam model [26, 27, 28, 29, 30] as well as with projected spin networks [31]. In
fact, it is very likely that the present formulation will present the bridge between the kinematical
Hilbert space of standard LQG and the boundary Hilbert space of current Spin Foam models.
The reason is that the simplicity constraints will require the SO(4) representations and inter-
twiners to be “simple”, i.e. there will be some relation between the left and right handed spin
labeling an irreducible SO(4) representation precisely as in current Spin Foam models so that
effectively one deals with an SU(2) theory as in standard LQG. What was missing so far is the
interpretation of the connection in terms of which that effective SU(2) theory is formulated as
compared to the Ashtekar-Barbero connection. Since Spin Foam models start from the Palatini
(or equivalently the Plebanski) action as in our case, it is very suggestive to assume that the
Spin Foam boundary Hilbert space is formulated in terms of our formulation with the twist of
the gauge unfixing procedure as otherwise one could not have a connection representation.
In our companion papers, we will extend the methods developed for 3+1 Loop Quantum Gravity
to our D + 1 theory and show that it can be quantised analogously [32], extend the treatment
to standard matter [33], discuss possible solution strategies for the simplicity constraint [34],
and finally develop tools allowing the loop quantisation of a large class of Supergravity theories
[35, 36].
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A The Lie algebra so(1, D)
In this appendix, we generalise a so(1, 3) structure constant identity given in [8]. In our notation,
(TAB)
I
J = η
I
[AηB]J (A.1)
denotes the generators of so(1, D) in the fundamental representation. The antisymmetric index
pair AB labels the D(D + 1)/2 generators, I and J are matrix indices, also antisymmetric. In
the following, a generator TAB will always have a label, but the matrix indices will be mostly
suppressed. Insertion of the definitions shows that the generators satisfy the usual Lorentz
algebra
[TAB, TCD]
I
J = 2ηA][C
(
TD][B
)I
J =: fAB,CD,
EF (TEF )
I
J (A.2)
with
fAB,CD,EF = −2ηB][CηD][EηF ][A = −2Tr (TABTCDTEF ) . (A.3)
We further define the Cartan-Killing metric
qIJ,KL = ηI[KηL]J ⇔ − Tr (TABTCD) = (TAB)IJ qIJ,KL (TCD)KL (A.4)
and the object
(q∗M )IJ,KL =
1
2
 MIJKL (A.5)
defining the dual
T ∗MAB = (q
∗M )AB,CDTCD (A.6)
generators. We note that self-duality is a concept reserved for 3 + 1 dimensions.
These definitions lead us to the main result of this appendix:
fAB,CD,IJfEF,GH,
IJ =
1
2
qAB,EF qGH,CD − ηMN
2(D − 3)!(q
∗M )AB,EF (q∗N )GH,CD − EF ↔ GH.
(A.7)
It can be proven by carefully inserting the definitions and writing out explicitly each term.
B Introduction of the Barbero-Immirzi Parameter in 3 + 1 Di-
mensions
In the special case of 3 + 1 dimensions, it is straight forward to introduce the Barbero-Immirzi
parameter γ: Perform the canonical analysis of the Holst action without time gauge (given
in, e.g., [21]) and use the method of gauge unfixing in complete analogy to the treatment in
this paper. The matrix F , which has to be inverted for gauge unfixing, is very simple in this
case, given by F ab,cd = 2q2qa[bqc]d [21]. Following these lines, we obtain a connection formula-
tion with (first class) quadratic simplicity constraints and gauge group SO(3, 1), which reduces
to the Ashtekar-Barbero formulation after solving the Simplicity and boost Gauß constraints.
(Another straight-forward calculations shows that the same procedure gives a possible solution
to the open issue (i) in [37]). For quantisation purposes, it again would be nice to be able to
work with the compact gauge group SO(4) instead of the Lorentz group. Moreover, the linear
simplicity constraint, which is introduced in any dimension D + 1 in [35], is favoured in 3 + 1
dimensions, since the quadratic simplicity constraint allows for unphysical solutions, usually
called the topological sector. Last but not least, a formulation with Barbero-Immirzi parameter
and linear simplicity constraints maximally mimics Spin Foams. In this appendix, we will show
by extending ADM phase space that both, the formulations with flipped signature and with
linear simplicity constraints, exist.
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B.1 Flipped Signature and Quadratic Simplicity Constraints
We start with the formulation given in [35] with variables
{
KaIJ , pi
bKL
}
. In 3 + 1 dimensions,
we can introduce for real Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ, γ2 6= ζ,
(
(γ)
M)IJKL := η[IKηJ ]L +
1
2γ
IJKL and (
(γ)
M−1)IJKL := γ
2
γ2 − ζ
(
η
[I
Kη
J ]
L −
1
2γ
IJKL
)
. (B.1)
It is obvious that the transformation to the canonical pair of variables defined by
K
(γ,β)
aIJ := β(
(γ)
M−1)IJKLKaKL := β
(γ)
M−1KaIJ , (B.2)
(γ,β)
pi aIJ :=
1
β
(
(γ)
M)IJKLpiaKL := 1
β
(γ)
MpiaIJ , (B.3)
is canonical. Note that we introduced a second free parameter β coming from a constant rescal-
ing, which already appeared in [1]. To obtain a connection formulation, we the would like to
use the canonical pair of variables given by
{
AaIJ := (Γ + K
(γ,β)
)aIJ ,
(γ,β)
pi aIJ
}
. We will prove in
the following that these variables are indeed a valid extension of the ADM phase space.
For later convenience, we introduce the notations
(γ,β)
pi aIJ :=
1
q
qab
(γ,β)
pi bIJ ,
piaIJ := β · (
(γ)
M−1)IJKL
(γ,β)
pi aKL,
pi
(γ,β)
aIJ := β2 · (
(γ)
M−1)IJKL(
(γ)
M−1)KLMN
(γ,β)
pi aMN ,
where in the first line 1q qab has to be understood as a function of
(γ,β)
pi aIJ as given in (B.5).
Moreover, note that in 3 + 1 dimensions the expression for the hybrid spin connection (cf. [1])
can be simplified to
ΓaIJ := ζpib[I|K∇apibJ ]K := ζ
(
pib[I|K∂apibJ ]K + pib[I|KΓbacpi
c
J ]
K
)
, (B.4)
where Γbac denotes the Christoffel symbols and therefore, ∇a is the covariant derivative annihi-
lating qab. The ADM variables, expressed in terms of AaIJ and
(γ,β)
pi aIJ , are given by
2ζqqab := piaIJpibIJ =
(γ,β)
pi aIJ pi
(γ,β)
b
IJ , (B.5)
Kab := − s
4
√
q
(γ,β)
pi (b|IJqa)c (A− Γ)cIJ , (B.6)
P ab = −s√q
(
Kab − qabKcc
)
=
1
4
(
qc(a
(γ,β)
pi b)IJ − qab(γ,β)pi cIJ
)
(A− Γ)cIJ . (B.7)
Using the above equations (B.5, B.7), we find for the ADM constraints
Ha = −2qac∇bP bc
= −1
2
∇b
(
(A− Γ)aIJ
(γ,β)
pi bIJ − δba (A− Γ)cIJ
(γ,β)
pi cIJ
)
, (B.8)
H = −
[
s√
q
(
qacqbd − 1
2
qabqcd
)
P abP cd +
√
qR
]
= − s
8
√
q
(
(γ,β)
pi [a|IJ
(γ,β)
pi b]KL (A− Γ)bIJ (A− Γ)aKL
)
−√qR((γ,β)pi ). (B.9)
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In order to have the right number of physical degrees of freedom, the Gauß and quadratic
simplicity constraints
GIJ := Da
(γ,β)
pi aIJ ≈ 2 (A− Γ)a [IK
(γ,β)
pi aK|J ], (B.10)
Sab :=
1
4
IJKLpiaIJpi
b
KL, (B.11)
are introduced. In 3 + 1 dimensions, the quadratic simplicity constraint has additional solutions
which lead to a theory not corresponding to General Relativity. We will exclude this sector by
hand. In section B.2, we will introduce the linear version of the constraint like in [35], which
does not have this additional solution sector. Using the (non-vanishing) Poisson brackets{
AaIJ(x),
(γ,β)
pi bKL(y)
}
:= 2δbaδ
K
[I δ
L
J ]δ
3(x− y), (B.12)
one can check that ΓaIJ given in (B.4) transforms as a connection under the action of the Gauß
constraint, and therefore (B.6, B.7, B.8, B.9) are invariant under gauge transformations. Since
the matrix
(γ)
M is built from intertwiners, (B.5) and (B.11) are gauge invariant by inspection.
Simplicity invariance of (B.7, B.8, B.9) follows from{
Kab(x), Scd(y)
}
= − s
4
√
q
(γ,β)
pi (b|IJqa)e(x)
{
AeIJ(x),
1
4
KLMNpicKL(y)pi
d
MN (y)
}
= − s
4
√
q
IJKLβ
(γ)
M−1(γ,β)pi (b|IJqa)(cpid)KL δ3(x− y)
= − s
2
√
q
(
Sb(dqc)a + Sa(dqc)b
)
δ3(x− y) ≈ 0. (B.13)
What remains to be checked is if the ADM Poisson brackets are reproduced on the new phase
space, which will by construction imply that the constraint algebra closes. The following Poisson
brackets will be helpful in the sequel:{
AaIJ(x), q
bc(y)
}
= ζδ3(x− y)
(
2
q
δ(ba pi
(γ,β)
c)
IJ − qbc pi
(γ,β)
aIJ
)
, (B.14)
{AaIJ(x), qbc(y)} = −ζδ3(x− y)
(
2qa(b pi
(γ,β)
c)IJ − qbc pi
(γ,β)
aIJ
)
, (B.15)
{AaIJ(x), q(y)} = ζδ3(x− y)q · pi
(γ,β)
aIJ , (B.16)
(γ,β)
pi cIJ(x)
{
AaIJ(x), pib
KL(y)
} ≈ δ3(x− y)(2
q
qabη¯
K
[M η¯
L
N ] − ζpiaKLpibMN
)
β(
(γ)
M−1)MNIJ
(γ,β)
pi cIJ
≈ −2δ3(x− y)piaKLδcb . (B.17)
The brackets
{qab, qcd}
(A,
(γ,β)
pi )
= 0 and
{
qab, P
cd
}
(A,
(γ,β)
pi )
= δc(aδ
d
b) (B.18)
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are easily verified. The remaining Poisson bracket{
P ab[Aab], P
cd[Bcd]
}
(A,
(γ,β)
pi )
=
∫
σ
d3x
∫
σ
d3y
[(
1
2
Aabq
a[e(γ,β)pi b]IJ
)
(x)
{
AeIJ(x),
(
qc[f
(γ,β)
pi d]KL
)
(y)
}(
1
2
Bcd(A− Γ)fKL
)
(y)
]
− [A↔ B] (B.19)
+
∫
σ
d3x
∫
σ
d3y
[(
1
2
Aabq
a[e(γ,β)pi b]IJ
)
(x) {AeIJ(x), (−ΓfKL)(y)}
(
1
2
Bcdq
c[f (γ,β)pi d]KL
)
(y)
]
− [A↔ B] (B.20)
is much harder and therefore will be discussed in more detail. Here, Aab and Bcd are test fields of
compact support, which we can choose symmetric w.l.o.g., since P ab is symmetric by definition.
The second line (B.19) and third line (B.20) of the above equation vanish independently. For
(B.19), we find using (B.14)
(B.19) = . . . =
1
4
∫
σ
d3x AabBcdq
ac(γ,β)pi [d|IJqb]e(A− Γ)eIJ ∝ G¯IJ [. . .],
which vanishes if the (rotational part of the) Gauß constraint holds. Before we proceed, we
define αf
e := 14Aab
(
qe(aδ
b)
f − qabδef
)
and βh
g := 14Bcd
(
qg(cδ
d)
h − qcdδgh
)
and check that α[ef ] =
0 = β[gh]. Then, we find for the third line (skipping “−[A↔ B]” for a moment)
(B.20) =
∫
σ
d3x
∫
σ
d3y αf
e(γ,β)pi fIJ(x)
{
AeIJ(x), (−ζ)pibKM
(
∇gpibLM
)
(y)
}
βh
g(γ,β)pi hKL(y)
=− ζ
∫
σ
d3x
∫
σ
d3y αf
e(γ,β)pi fIJ(x)
[
{AeIJ(x), pibKM (y)}
(
∇gpibLM
)
βh
g(γ,β)pi hKL(y)
−
{
AeIJ(x), pi
b
L
M (y)
}
∇g
(
pibKMβh
g(γ,β)pi hKL
)
(y)
]
(B.21)
− ζ
∫
σ
d3x
∫
σ
d3y αf
e(γ,β)pi fIJ(x)
{
AeIJ(x),Γ
b
ga(y)
}
pibKMpi
a
L
Mβh
g(γ,β)pi hKL(y).
(B.22)
Again, (B.21) and (B.22) vanish separately. For (B.21), we find after a few steps using (B.17)
(B.21) = . . . = 2ζ
∫
σ
d3x αf
e ∇g
(
βh
g · Tr
(
pie pi
f (γ,β)pi h
))
=2ζ
∫
σ
d3x αfe
[
∇g
(
1
q
βh
g · Tr
(
pi[e pif ]
(γ,β)
pi h
))
− (∇gqea) 1
q
βh
g · Tr
(
pia pi
f (γ,β)pi h
)]
≈ 0,
which vanishes since the trace Tr(abc) := aIJb
J
Kc
K
I of antisymmetric matrices a, b, c is anti-
symmetric when exchanging two matrices while αab is symmetric and ∇aqbc ≈ 0 by construction.
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The remaining part (B.22) can be rewritten as
(B.22) =− ζ
∫
σ
d3y
{
P ab[Aab],Γ
d
gc(y)
}
βh
g Tr
(
pid pi
c(γ,β)pi h
)
(y)
=− ζ
∫
σ
d3y
[{
P ab[Aab], q
de(y)
}
qdiΓgc e +
{
P ab[Aab],Γgc i(y)
}] 1
q
βh
g Tr
(
pii pic
(γ,β)
pi h
)
(y)
=− ζ
∫
σ
d3y
[
−
{
P ab[Aab], qjk(y)
}
δ
(j
i Γ
k)
gc +
{
P ab[Aab], ∂cqig(y)
}] 1
q
βh
g Tr
(
pii pic
(γ,β)
pi h
)
(y)
≈− ζ
∫
σ
d3y
[
AabΓ
b
gc +Aag
~∂c
] 1
q
βh
g Tr
(
pia pic
(γ,β)
pi h
)
=− ζ
∫
σ
d3y Aab∇c
(
1
q
βh
b Tr
(
pia pic
(γ,β)
pi h
))
=ζ
∫
σ
d3y (∇cAab) 1
4q
Bed
(
qb(eδ
d)
h − qcdδbh
)
Tr
(
pia
(γ,β)
pi c pih
)
=ζ
∫
σ
d3y (∇cAab) 1
4q
Bbd Tr
(
pia
(γ,β)
pi c pid
)
.
In the first step, we just reassembled the terms on the left hand side of the Poisson bracket,
in the second we used the definition of the Christoffel symbol, in the third the formula for
the derivative of the inverse matrix and antisymmetry of the trace in (i ↔ c). In the fourth
line we used the already known brackets of the metric qab and its conjugate momentum P
cd.
Note that the density weight and index structure is such that the terms in the fourth line can
be reassembled in a covariant derivate. In the sixth line the definition of βh
g is inserted, we
integrated by parts and we used that Tr(ab
(γ,β)
c ) = Tr(a
(γ,β)
b c) (this trace property can be shown
using the definition of the matrices
(γ)
M). Thus we find that the second summand appearing in
the definition of βh
g vanishes due to antisymmetry of the trace in the indices (a ↔ b). If we
now restore the antisymmetry in the test fields (A↔ B), we obtain
(B.22) =
ζ
4
∫
σ
d3y
[
(∇cAab)Bbd − (∇cBab)Abd
] 1
q
Tr
(
pia
(γ,β)
pi c pid
)
≈ 1
4βγ
∫
σ
d3y cda ∇c
(
AabB
b
d
)
=
1
4βγ
∫
σ
d3y ∂c
(
cdaAabB
b
d
)
= 0,
where we used the simplicity constraint in the second line and then dropped a surface term.
We leave the case where σ has a boundary for further research. This furnishes the proof of the
validity of the formulation.
B.2 Linear Simplicity Constraints
As will be demonstrated in [35], we can extend the result to the case of a linear simplicity
(and normalisation) constraints when introducing additional phase space degrees of freedom
{N I , PJ}. The theory with linear simplicity constraint has the non-vanishing Poisson brackets
(B.12) as well as {
N I(x), PJ(y)
}
= δIJδ
3(x− y), (B.23)
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and the constraints are given by
Ha := 1
2
(γ,β)
pi bIJ∂aAbIJ − 1
2
∂b
(
(γ,β)
pi bIJAaIJ
)
+ PI∂aN
I , (B.24)
H := − s
8
√
q
(
(γ,β)
pi [a|IJ
(γ,β)
pi b]KL (A− Γ)bIJ (A− Γ)aKL
)
−√qR((γ,β)pi ), (B.25)
GIJ := Da
(γ,β)
pi aIJ + 2P [INJ ], (B.26)
SaI := IJKLNJpi
a
KL, (B.27)
N := N INI − ζ. (B.28)
Note that for the proof that the ADM Poisson brackets are reproduced on the extended phase
space in section B.1 we just needed G¯IJ ≈ 0 and Sab ≈ 0. Since the solutions to the quadratic and
linear simplicity (and normalisation) constraints coincide6 and on shell, we did not change the
rotational parts of the Gauß constraint, this implies that the ADM brackets are also reproduced
in the case at hand if we express qab and P
cd again as given in equations (B.5, B.7). Therefore,
we just need to check if the constraint algebra closes. The change in the definition of GIJ
and Ha is needed since the newly introduced constraints SaI and N have to transform nicely
under spatial diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations for the constraint algebra to close.
Since the hybrid spin connection (B.4) transforms covariantly under spatial diffeomorphisms by
inspection and we already noted that it transforms as a connection under gauge transformations,
also the Hamilton constraint transforms covariantly under the action of GIJ and Ha. The only
non-trivial Poisson bracket is the one of two Hamilton constraints. But since the ADM brackets
are reproduced, we know that the result of this Poisson bracket on-shell is the ADM spatial
diffeomorphism constraint. Therefore, we just need to show that Ha reduces correctly. This will
be shown in the following section and completes the proof of the validity of this formulation.
B.3 Solving the Linear Simplicity and Normalisation Constraints
It is instructive to solve first the simplicity and then the boost Gauß constraint (“time gauge”),
which will in the first step lead to a formulation similar to the one given in [21] and then to
the formulation in Ashtekar-Barbero variables. We will treat the case with linear simplicity
constraints, since in 3 + 1 dimensions, the linear constraint has the additional advantage that
its only solution is General Relativity, while the quadratic simplicity constraint also allows for
the topological solution.
The solution to the linear simplicity and normalisation constraint is given by piaIJ = 2n[IEa|J ]
(cf. [35]) and therefore
(γ,β)
pi aIJ =
1
β
(
2n[IEa|J ] +
1
γ
IJKLnKEaL
)
. (B.29)
For the connection, we make the Ansatz AaIJ = ΓaIJ + K
(γ,β)
aIJ . Using the results of [8, 1, 35],
6Note that in the considerations in section B.1, we neglected the topological sector when solving the quadratic
simplicity constraints.
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the symplectic potential becomes
1
2
(γ,β)
pi aIJ A˙aIJ + P
IN˙I =
1
2
(γ,β)
pi aIJ Γ˙aIJ +
1
2
(γ,β)
pi aIJ K˙
(γ,β)
aIJ + P
IN˙I
=
1
2βγ
IJKLnKEaLΓ˙aIJ + n
[IEa|J ]K˙aIJ + P IN˙I
= − ˙(n[IEa|J ])
(
KaIJ +
1
2βγ
IJ
KLΓaKL
)
+ P IN˙I
≈ − ˙EaJ
(
nIKaIJ +
1
2βγ
IJ
KLnIΓaKL + nJP
IEaI
−nJEIaEbK
(
K¯bIK +
1
2βγ
IK
LMΓbLM
))
=: EaJ A˙aJ . (B.30)
In the next step we express the remaining constraints in terms of the new canonical variables.
The reduction of the Gauß constraint yields
1
2
ΛIJG
IJ =
1
2
ΛIJDa
(γ,β)
pi aIJ + ΛIJP
INJ
≈ ΛIJ K
(γ,β)
I
aK
(γ,β)
pi aKJ + ΛIJP
INJ
= ΛIJK
I
aKpi
aKJ + ΛIJP
INJ
= ΛIJK
I
aK
(
nKEaJ − nJEaK)+ ΛIJP INJ
≈ −ΛIJEaJ
(
nKK
KI
a − nIEaLEbKKLb K + nIPKEaK
)
= −ΛIJEaJ
(
AIa −
1
2βγ
(
M
IKLnMΓaKL − nIENa EbKNKLMΓbLM
))
= ΛIJ
(
EaIAJa +
1
2βγ
IJKL∂a (nKE
a
L)
)
, (B.31)
which after time gauge nI = δI0 and solution of the boost part of the Gauß constraint obviously
reproduces the SU(2) Gauß constraint of the Ashtekar-Barbero formulation. The diffeomorphism
constraint becomes
Ha = 1
2
(γ,β)
pi bIJ∂aAbIJ − 1
2
∂b
(
(γ,β)
pi bIJAaIJ
)
+ PI∂aN
I ≈ ...
≈ EbI∂aAbI − ∂b
(
EbIAaI
)
. (B.32)
In order to complete the proof of the validity of the formulation with linear simplicity constraints
of section B.2, we have to show that this constraint becomes the ADM spatial diffeomorphism
constraint after solving the Gauß constraint. Alternatively, we can show that it coincides on-shell
with the spatial diffeomorphism constraint of section B.1,
Ha = −1
2
∇b
(
(A− Γ)aIJ
(γ,β)
pi bIJ − δba (A− Γ)cIJ
(γ,β)
pi cIJ
)
≈ ...
≈ EbI∂aAbI − ∂b
(
EbIAaI
)
+
1
2
ΓaKLG
KL, (B.33)
which it does. For the above calculations, the following results may be helpful:
R¯abIJ = E
c
IEdJRabc
d, (B.34)
RabIJn
IEbJ = 0, (B.35)
IJKLRabIJnKE
b
L = 0. (B.36)
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For the first line, expand an internal vector λI with λIn
I = 0 into λI = e
a
Iλa, λa = e
I
aλI , use
Dae
J
b = 0 and compare [Da, Db]λJ with [Da, Db]λc. The second line follows from the fact that
ΓaIJ annihilates n
I = nI(E) and the third line is a consequence of the first line and the algebraic
Bianci identity. Finally, the Hamilton constraint gives
H = − s
8
√
q
(
(γ,β)
pi [a|IJ
(γ,β)
pi b]KL (A− Γ)bIJ (A− Γ)aKL
)
−√qR((γ,β)pi ) (B.37)
≈ − s
2
√
q
E[a|IEb]J
(
AbI − 1
2βγ
MI
KLnMΓbKL
)(
AaJ − 1
2βγ
NJ
ABnNΓaAB
)
−√qR(E).
We leave the task of exactly relating this formulation to the similar one given in [21] for future
research.
B.4 Time Gauge
Choosing time gauge nI = δI0 ⇔ Ea0 = 0 always implies solving its second class partner,
the boost part G0i = −EaiA0a of the Gauß constraint (i, j, . . . ∈ {1, 2, 3}). In order to obtain
expressions which can be easily compared to results in the literature (e.g. [3]), we introduce the
rescaled7 variables Aai → A′ai := γ˜2Aai and Ebj → E′bj := 1γ˜Ebj , where γ˜ := 2ζβγ. The result is
EaIA˙aI → 2E′aiA˙′ai, (B.38)
GIJ → 1
4
kijGij = ∂aE
′ak − kijA′aiE′aj , (B.39)
Ha → 1
2
Ha = E′bi∂aA′bi − ∂b
(
E′biA′ai
)
, (B.40)
H → H = − s
2
√
q
E[a|iEb]j
(
Abi − 1
γ˜
i
klΓbkl
)(
Aaj − 1
γ˜
j
mnΓamn
)
−√qR(E) (B.41)
≈ − s√
q
F ′abijE
′aiE′bj +
(
s
γ˜2
− 1
)√
qR(γ˜E′), (B.42)
where terms proportional to the Gauß constraint have been dropped in the expression for the
Hamilton constraint (cf. [3]). At this stage, only the combination of the parameters γ · β is
left and one could ask if one should have worked with one parameter from the beginning. Note
that the (quadratic) simplicity constraint implies 12IJKL
(γ,β)
pi aIJ
(γ,β)
pi bKL = 2ζγ
γ2+ζ
(γ,β)
pi aIJ
(γ,β)
pi bIJ
and therefore
2ζqqab = piaIJpibIJ =
(
γ2
γ2 − ζ
)2 [(
1 +
ζ
γ2
)
(γ,β)
pi aIJ
(γ,β)
pi bIJ −
1
γ
IJKL
(γ,β)
pi aIJ
(γ,β)
pi bKL
]
≈ γ
2β2
γ2 + ζ
(γ,β)
pi aIJ
(γ,β)
pi bIJ . (B.43)
We expect that the square root of this factor, γβ√
γ2+ζ
, will appear in the spectrum of the area
operator. We leave the question if the two parameters γ, β appear just in this peculiar combi-
nation in the spectra of operators or not, i.e. if one can actually distinguish between γ and β
at the quantum level, for further research.
7The factor of two appears since we want to obtain the Poisson brackets
{
A′ai(x), E
′bj(y)
}
= 1
2
δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
which brings the formulation closer to the one given in [3].
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B.5 Formulation with two commuting SU(2) Connections
Note that we could have chosen time gauge before solving the simplicity and normalisation
constraints by setting N I = δI0 and solving the boost part of the Gauß constraint G
0i =
Da
(γ,β)
pi ai−P i, where we used the notation (γ,β)pi ai := (γ,β)pi a0i. Furthermore, we define Aai := Aa0i
and DaB
i := ∂aB
i +AaijB
j . Then we find
1
2
(γ,β)
pi aIJ A˙aIJ + P
IN˙I → 1
2
(γ,β)
pi aijA˙aij +
(γ,β)
pi aiA˙ai (B.44)
and
GIJ → Gij = Da
(γ,β)
pi aij + 2
(γ,β)
pi a[iAj]a , (B.45)
SaI → Sai = ijk(γ,β)pi ajk −
2ζ
β
(γ,β)
pi ai, (B.46)
Ha → Ha = 1
2
(γ,β)
pi bij∂aAbij − 1
2
∂b
(
(γ,β)
pi bijAaij
)
+
(γ,β)
pi bi∂aAbi − ∂b
(
(γ,β)
pi biAai
)
, (B.47)
H → H = − s
8
√
q
(
(γ,β)
pi [a|ij
(γ,β)
pi b]kl (A− Γ)bij (A− Γ)akl
)
− s
4
√
q
(
(γ,β)
pi [a|i
(γ,β)
pi b]jAbiAaj
)
−√qR((γ,β)pi ), (B.48)
where we dropped constants in front of the simplicity constraint and in the Hamilton constraint
we neglected terms proportional to the simplicity constraint (Γa0i ≈ 0). Note that in the case
without Barbero-Immirzi parameter, the Simplicity constraint Sai = ijkpiajk demands the vanish-
ing of piaij and therefore there is no physical information left in the conjugate SU(2) connection
Aaij . Here, this is not the case and we obtain a genuine connection formulation of General Rel-
ativity. Moreover, the other canonical pair
{
Aai,
(γ,β)
pi bj
}
has the same structure as
{
Kai, E
bj
}
.
Then, it follows from the know results when extending the ADM phase space to Ashtekar-
Barbero variables (cf., e.g., [3]) that there exists a spin connection Γ′aij which annihilates
(γ,β)
pi ai
and that the transformation
{
Aai,
(γ,β)
pi bj
}
→
{
A−aij := Γ
′
aij + αijkA
k
a, E−bkl :=
1
α
klm(γ,β)pi bm
}
for α ∈ R/{0} is canonical. Defining A+aij := Aaij and E+aij :=
(γ,β)
pi aij , we obtain the symplectic
potential
1
2
E+
aijA˙+aij +
1
2
E−aijA˙−aij (B.49)
and constraints
Gij = D+a E+
aij +D−a E−
aij , (B.50)
1
2
ijkSak = E+
aij − ζα
β
E−aij , (B.51)
Ha = 1
2
E+
bij∂aA
+
bij −
1
2
∂b
(
E+
bijA+aij
)
+
1
2
E−bij∂aA−bij −
1
2
∂b
(
E−bijA−aij
)
− 1
2
E−bijR′abij(E−), (B.52)
H = − s
8
√
q
(
E+
[a|ijE+b]kl
(
A+ − Γ(E+, E−)
)
bij
(
A+ − Γ(E+, E−)
)
akl
)
(B.53)
− s
8
√
q
(
E−[a|ijE−b]kl
(
A− − Γ′(E−)
)
bij
(
A− − Γ′(E−)
)
akl
)
−√qR(E+, E−),
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where the last term in the spatial diffeomorphism constraint, E−bijR′abij(E−), vanishes due to
the Bianci identity. We made explicit that the spin connection Γaij in the Hamilton constraint
does not annihilate E+
aij but the physical combination of E+
aij and E−aij (i.e. the combination
which remains when solving the simplicity constraint). In this formulation we now have two
commuting SU(2) connections A+aij and A
−
aij , which can be interpreted as the two parts SU(2)
+
and SU(2)− of SO(4). They are, however, not uncorrelated and their momenta are multiples of
each other, in complete analogy to the relation K + γL = 0 of boost- and rotation generators in
the new Spin Foam models.
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